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UCF's basketball team tries to make it a 20-win season- See sports, page 28
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, Violations continue to
influence SG elections
by JENNIFER LUPO
Staff writer

The Student Government Election Commission has confirmed one
offense and disproved another after allegations of campaign violations plagued the presidential elections last week.
According to Ashley Guzdzial,

chief election commissioner, a
complaint was placed by an anonymous source against the Damon
Mason/Juliann Hickey ticket claiming their campaign material was
posted in the campus d~mnitory
residence of Osceola Hall

reads: "Campaign materials may
be posted in _dorm rooms, dorm
windows, or on dorm room doors
only with the permission of the
resident."
The Election Commission
found after questioning residents
of Osceola Hall that the Mason/
Hickey campaign material was
wrongfully posted. The commission wilJ levy fines after the election.
Mason was unavailable for
cQmment.
Another allegation brought before the Election Commission involved the Ferris Merritt/Scott
Poston ticket. Merritt allegedly
stood up in one of his classes,
asking &tudents to vote, while distributing campaign materials.
After an investigation by the
Election Commission, Merritt was
cleared. Merritt did stand up in
class and ask students to vote sa 1·d
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The distribution of campaign
materials within a classroom constftu tes a major violation and can
lead to disqualification from the
presidential race.
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Sexual Assault Awareness Week
attempts to educate students
by REBECCA GILBERT
Staff writer

The Central Florida Consortium
on Campus Sexual Assault, made up
of members fram UCF, the Naval
Training Center, Valencia Community and Rollins Colleges and Orlando Rape Crisis Center, is sponsoring Sexual Assault Awareness Week
from Feb. 20-25. The purpose of the
theme week, e~tablished four years
ago, is to bring the issue of assault to
local campuses.
Campuses are encouraged to provide information on preventative
measures, resources in the community and on campus, and to educate
students about date rape.
The UCF organization Rape
Awareness and Prevention Network
shares the aim of Sexual Assault
Awareness Week, which includes
raising rape and date rape awareness
and highlighting the resources available to victims on campus. They
include the Victim Advocate, Campus Ministry, dean ofstudents, Health
Center, Counseling Center and UCF
Police Department.
Statistics detailing the frequency
of rape on college campuses are staggering. According to a comprehensive study of date rapes on college
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Oates explores new style

campuses by Ms. magazine, women
ages 16 to 24 are four times as likely
· to be victims of date rape than any
other age group. One of every four
women are likely to be assaulted on
college campuses, and 89 percent of
rapes are by acquaintances. Of all
rapes, 1 in 10 are reported, even a
smaller number of date rapes are reported.
Maureen Schaefer, co-chair of Rape
Awareness and Prevention Network
and a member of the Consortium on
Campus Sexual Assault, said this is
because women often are "frightened,
ashamed and feel guilty, wondering if
they somehow encouraged it."
However, rape is "an issue that has
to be addressed for both sexes," she
said.
Sexual Assault Awareness Week
will focus more on men this year than
prior years. Although very little information is available about male rape,
Schaefer stressed that men need to be
aware that they too can be assaulted,
by women as well as by heterosexual
men, not just by gay or bisexual men.
Activities on the Green will include
booths by the Counseling Center, the
Student Health Center, the UCF Police Department and other organiza-

Novelist describes new motivations for young writers
by ANDI JOHNSON .
Staff writer

Joyce Carol Oates, critically acclaimed novelist and essayist, has
been chosen as the 1994 UCF Distinguished American Author. She
discussed the state of American
literature to the public Feb. 14.
As a commemorating gesture
on each of these annual occasions,
a broadside is printed and signed
by the author. Oates selected a
quote from her h<2ok The Time
Traveler titled "Waiting on Elvis,
1956" to represent her work.
"Each generation is obligated
to redefine the past in its own
terms," Oates explained. The Cold
War and the Vietnam War still
affect the movements ofliterature.
Books written about the Vietnam
War show how the after-shock of
war continues to tremble throughout the American conscious.
Dynamic changes have created
new attitudes and audiences according to Oates. "[Certain] Elements have permanently shaken
society," she added. "Since gay
liberation and AIDS, gay writers

You're a writer, you get into
the consciousness of a
person at a level of spiritual
identity. The color of skin/
the social background is
secondary.
Oates

have a more serious and earnest tone
to their pieces."
Oates spoke of a new generation
of writers who speak .for one perspective of America instead of sharing a homogenized perspective. It is
during this time and with this mind
set that enabled author Rich Wright
to become the first black man to
have a best-selling book.
Oates also discussed the revival
of romantic realism, a good example
being All the Pretty Horses.
She mentioned "the rise of regionalism which is filled with vitality" as it explores the writers' "own

See ASSAULT, page 3
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-Joyce Carol Oates
roots of their own world."
She spoke of "ongoing themes
of American literature as the definition of self, the search for one's place
in the world and coming to terms with
the culture that is left behind."
As a seeming contradiction, Oates
occasionally writes from a race perspective. "You're a writer ," she said.
''You get into the consciousness of a
person at a level of spiritual identity.
The color of skin/ social background
is secondary."
Joyce Carol Oates is the fourth
aut.lior to receive UCF s recognition.
Previous distinguished writers include
Toni Morrison, E.L. Doctorow, and
Joseph Heller.
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Sexual Assault Awareness Week aims to educate college students
•
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ASSAULT, from page 1
tions. Self-defense demonstrations
and an exhibition of self-defense devices may encourage students to take
an active part in preventing date rape.
Peer educators involved in Sex
Respect, working with the UCF Police Department and Rape Awareness
and Prevention Network, will present
programs on sexual assault. Sex Respect is a group of trained peer advisers whose goal, through activities like
Sexual Assault Awareness Week, is to
bring the issues of rape and sexual
assault to the attention of students.
Dr. Andrew Creamer, assistant professorforCounselor Education at UCF,
is delivering three presentations during the week: 'The·Socialization of
Rape," ''Rape: AMaleResponse" and
''Changing Profiles of Male Perpetrators."
Creamer is presenting an overview
of the mental health aspects of rape. In
his first two presentations earlier this
week, Creamer detailed how the media has "disempowered females" by
emphasizing "resistance as provocativeness." He alsoexamined themen' s
movement and its effect on women
and discussed the different types of
.rape, what constitutes a sexual crime,
the social response to rape and profiles
of the male perpetrator.
"Changing Profiles of Male Perpetrators," his third presentation, will be
heldatRollinsCollegeFeb. 23. It is an
in-depth profile of rapists: the chang-

ingprofileofrapistsfromthatofstrang- ing respect in the workplace. Florida
Bower said she will utilize ex- munication and respect for one aners jumping out from behind bushes to law defines sexual harassment as any amples, such as the Clarence Thomas/ other," says Bower.
well-known, sometimes intimate, ac- action or language seeking sexual fa- Anita Hill hearings. Such examples
Schaefer said she hopes Sexual
quaintances.
vors in exchange for promotion or ''broughtsexual harassmenttothefore- Assault Awareness Week will "give
Psychologist Fran Friedman, along advancement. Any hostile, intimidat- front as a situation to be dealt with in people the opportunity to think about
with Jim Bramblett, a psychological ing or offensive environment or acti v- the workplace," she said. The presen- this issue and realize that date rape is a
specialist, both from the UCF Coun- ity uncomfortable to the victim also tation, open to students as well as problem; we aren't even aware how
5eling and Testing Center, will present falls under the state's definition of employees, is designed to "educate great a problem is because so many
"Adult Survivors of Child Sexual · sexual harassment.
employees of the need for open com- rapes aren't reported."
Abuse" at UCF's Student Center Organization Lounge the same day. The
lecture will cover topics like statistics
of child abuse, myths and misconcepMail order prices .. .locally
tions, offender ~haracteristics, longterm effects, and treatment modalities.
The presentation will focus on both
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Oates gives advice to young writers
by ANDI JOHNSON
Staff writer

Joyce Carol Oates, one of the
mosfprolific writers in America,
wrote her first novel at the age of
14. She was always working on a
novel throughout high school. As
a child, she loved Alice in Wonderland, and as a teenager,
Hemingway's short stories interested her. Oates wrote so many
books that she admits she would
just "turn them over and use them
as scrap paper."
When students ask her what
to write about, she says, "Clearly
we have to write about what we
feel. If you feel strongly enough,
surely others will too."
She recommends that writers
use a setting comfortable to them.
"Knowing your own region can
be helpful. Everyone writes about
the suburbs. Write where you
know. If you don't want to write
about your life or your life is not
interesting, you can get material
from interviewing people. Your
family may have wonderful stories to tell. [They] may be waiting for someone to listen. You
can interview Grandma or
Grandpa and use that in your
stories."
"There is no 'how' [in writing]. Just follow your instinct.
Writing should be a good time.
You should enjoy it." Her sug-

gestion to new writers is to "write
afirstdraftasquickly asyoucandon 't bother with details." She
believes that it is a "healthier way
of writing "than what she practices herself. She used to write in
a carefree manner but, now she
"want[s] to get the first paragraph
right before [she starts] the second." For a novel of 350 pages,
Oates has approximately 4,000
pages of rewrites. "I don't mean
to be depressing," she admits.
She admires beginning writers
who can sit at the word processor
"completely uninhibited," she
says. "But don't do what I tell
you, do what your personality,
your nature and your intuition tell
you."
When composing a story, it is
"common for the character to take
control," she says. But, she always "knows the endings as she
writes and shapes the story into an
arc."
To keep this perspective in order, she has graphs on the wall and
bufletin boards and flow charts.
"You have to keep a sense of proportion. I mean, if you 're writing
a four-act play and at page 400
you're only on the first act, then
you've let the characters or situations get away from you."
She warns beginning writers
to be careful of the first sentence
of your novel or short story. From
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Pinkme Benedict - Dogs of God
Larry Watson - Montana: 1948
Yana Harris - Oh How Can I
Keep On Singing
Janice Daughtery - Going
Through the Change
The Lonely Crossing of Juan H
Christian Garcis - Dreaming of
Cuba
Amy Tan - Joy Luck Club
Ernest Gaines - Fever

the beginning, the tone should be
<>onsistent. This is because, "a
certain tone constitutes a serious
writer."
"I always think of writing as
problem solving." She takes
pages of notes before she begins
her novels. When I'm done with
my manuscripts, they look like
sculptures-with notes clipped to
every page."
Her most recent book depressed her. "It took so long just
to start it. After I was finished I
was so happy. I never give up. I
can only go forward. [I] take
breaks. I sit at the window and
look out."
Writing is full of "hard hours
and hard moments," says Oates.
Taking a break does not include
writing more than one piece at a
time. She feels like it is "committing adultery against the other
novel."

Paper conference recognizes excellents
in literature among UCF students
by ANDI JOHNSON
Staff writer

''When I see a gcxxi paper-I
want to share it with someone," says
Dr. Barbara Murray.
This is why Murray organized the
Sigma Tau Delta Sixth Annual Honorary StudentPaperConference, held
in the Administration Building's
Board of Regents room Feb. 9.
About 40 papers were entered in
thecompetition.Murraychoosethree.
students, Rebecca Ashford, Scott
BokashandAllisonDowling-who,
she felt, ''were gocxl writers and thinkers" - to be the judges. Their task
was to decide which nine papers
would be presented at the conference.

Scott Bokash said he, "was very
surprised and quite honored" when he
was selected to help judge.
When going through the papers,
Bokash said, ''Dr. Murray told us to
keep an eye out for papers with the
potential for gocxl oral presentation
and for everything else thatconstitutes
a gcxxi essay. She _left it up to our
judgment. We took copious notes and
discussed the shortcomings and advantages of the papers.
"I certainly will never complain
about professors not getting my papers back on time," he continued.
'The40orso papers that we read were
representative of one class. A professor can have two or three papers due in
a week period."

Jay Maynor is a graduate student
who has the honor of being 'The first
student to have two papers chosen,"
said Murray. His essays "Saying Yes
to Going Down : Katabasis in Ezra
Pound's 'Canto I'" and "Embarrassed to Death: Exposing the Shame
in Tim O'Brien's 'On the Rainy
River"' we~e strong examples of
well written, well thought-out pieces,
according to the selection committee.
For those who missed the oral
presentation, but would like to read
the essays, Sigma Tau ·Delta will
include them in the upcomi~g edi- '
tion of their literary magazine Calliope. The publication is tentatively
scheduled for release in May 1994.

Emory gets grant for virtual.library project
by COLLEGE PRESS
SERVICE

Books, schmoks. We want instant
computer access to digitalized
information, preferably from
dorm rooms and offices.
That's the wave of the future,
anyway, and universities are
working to transform libraries of
yesteryear into libraries of the
future to accomodate changing
need .

Emory University recently
received a $300,000 grant from
the Luce Foundation in New York
City that enables the school to
start a three-year, $900,000
project to develop a blueprint for a
prototype of a virtual library- a
library in which books and other
bound materials are transferred to
digital information available at the
touch of a computer button and
connection of a telephoe line.
Other universities also are

.

Oates suggested readings

working on virtual library projects.
Columbia University's Law
Library in New York is currently
scanning and digitalizing I 0,000 to
20,000 volumes per year in a fiveyear project. The University of
Florida, the University of Southren
Claifomia, Carnegie Mellon of
Pennsylvania and Rutgers
University of New Jersey are some
of the other institutions working
on projects related to virtual
libaries.
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'Freedom to Read' is observed
College Press Service

•

..

•

•

•

Is it possible that Maya
Angelou, one of America's favorite poets, wrote a book offensive
enough to be removed.from a public library in this country?
Somebody thought so.
The same poet, whose stirring
prose was heard by the nation at
the Clinton Inauguration this year,
penned I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings, a book that was removed from a Banning, Calif.
eighth-grade class in 1991 after
several parents complained about
passages depicting sexual molestation.
"The efforts to interfere with
the availabiljty of a wide range of
books continues unabated across
the country," said Oren J. Teicher,
president of the American Book-

''

The censors' appetite for removing material from
· libraries, schools, and bookstores seems to be
as ravenous as ever.
-Oren J. Teicher
president, American Booksellers Foundation
sellers Foundation for Free Expression. "The censors' appetite
forremovingmaterial form libraries, schools, and bookstores seems
to be as ravenous as ever."
The bannjng of Angelo's book,
and others like Huckleberry Finn,
I left My Heart at Wounded Knee,
or Of Mice and Men will be highljghted during Banned Books
Week: Celebrating the Freedom
to Read, celebrated Sept. 5
through Oct. 2 on college campuses throughout the country.
All that is necessary to put a

book in jeopardy, said Long, is
for a small group of vocal people
to write letters to a newspaper or
tQ launch a protest in a school
board meeting.
The outcome of a protest, however, depends on school or library officials.
"Some school boards cave in,
some don't. People think some
books are terribly inappropriate
for their children and therefore
for all children. The conflict is
usually over religious issues,"
Long said.

'Cosmopolitan' found to be
students' favorite, ·poll says
0 A recent survey
ranked top publications
read by students.
College Press Service
The most popular magazine on
Amerjcan college campuses is
Cosmopolitan, according to a recent survey by the National Association of College Stores.

The survey ranked the nine other
most popular magazines on college campuses, fo descending order, as Glamour, People, Time,
Vogue, Newsweek, Gentleman's
Quarterly, Rolling Stone, Sports
Illustrated and Mademoiselle.
The rankings are based on returns of 515 campus bookstores to
the association's annual magazine
survey .
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Study shows dangers of mixing cocaine with alcohol
Cocaine and alcohol make dangerous partners, according to UF study
by BRENDA HEGEDUS
Staff writer

Drug use of UCF stnllents
(fa

'

There is a killer out there that
is not being stopped. This killer
knows only one prey - drug
users.
Most people know using drugs
can be deadly. Mixing drugs can
be even more deadly, yet people
continue to do it.
Actor River Phoenix's death
was covered extensively by the
media last October. Nearly every
newspaper and magazine cover
across the United States ran the
story of his death.

''

We know that 60 to 90
percent of those who
use cocaine also use
alcohol. That represents a very large
number of people.
-Dr. Joanna Peris
assistant professor of
pharmacodynamics
What is not being shown are
the faces of the people who die
every day from mixing drugs.
Not only can mixing certain
drugs be lethal, but also mixing
certain drugs and alcohol together.
A study released thi's month
by the University of Florida re-

*Basic Returns Prepared For Only $25*
*Electronic Filing FREE with Preparation*
*Walk-in or by Appointment*
671-7222
Call Now!
671 ~7222
Discount Financial Services
3001 Aloma Ave. Suite 225A

Wolff system tanning at

veals that even mixing what some
"But I think a lot of people,
people may think are small amounts particularly young people, are simof cocaine and alcohol together can ply experimenting. They don't relead to illness or death.
ally want to hurt themselves. Those
Dr. Joanna Peris; assistant pro- are the people we want to reach with
fessorof pharmacodynamics at UFs this information. If they' re combinCollege of Pharmacy, has been con- ing cocaine with alcohol, the risk
ducting a study on the effects of the could be greater than they thought."
combination of cocaine and alcohol
Peris said that people expect the
on rats.
cocaine to counter balance the efThe study has shown that using fects of alcohol because cocaine·1s a
these two substances together are stimulant.
far more detrimental than using them
Instead, cocaine enhances the efseparately.
fects of alcohol. People feel more
"We know that 60 to 90 percent intoxicated and ill than they would
of those who use cocaine also use had they just drunk alcohol.
alcohol," said Peris. "That reprePeris and her colleagues plan to
sents a very large number of people. continue the study for another two
We realize that some of these people years.
are simply bent on destruction, and
Their goal is to find out what
no amount of additional informa- exactly happens in the brain when
tion on the dangers of their habit is cocaine and alcohol are combined
going to make any difference.
to cause such a severe reaction.

-

Tan-Fastique
Tanning Salon

10 Visits for $25.00
• Acrylic Nails (student discounts available)
• Massage therapist
• NEW TRIM & SLIM THIGH CREAM NOW
AVAILABLE
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p:m. Sunday 12a.m.-5p.m
Licensed & Certified #T-50-94
Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

282•6042

UCF basketball game will raise
money to help pay for girl's surgery
by REBECCA GILBERT
Staff writer

The UCF Knights will face Centenary on Monday, February 28, 1994 at
7:30 in the UCF Arena in a game to
benefit Amy Palmer.
Amy Palmer, 15-year-old daughter of Mary Palmer, dean of the College of Education, was born with a
congenial heart defect. At age 18
months, she underwent corrective surgery.
For 14 years she lived a relatively
normal life. Then, early last fall, she
collapsed on her way home from
_school. Because of her heart defect, a
heart/double lung transplant was
needed to save tier life.
On Oct. 17,1993, Amy underwent
surgery at the C::hildren' s Hospital in
St. Louis.
The Amy Palmer fund was established to help defray medical expenses not covered by insurance-nearly $100,000.
A reception will be held before the
game to further raise money for
Palmer's fund. The reception is from
6-7:30p.m. in the UCF ArenaSkybox,
and is $50 per person. Several local
hotels and businesses will provide
food and beverages. The half-time
show will feature The Voices ofLibertyfromEPCOT and the Winter Park
High School cheerleaders will be performing. Amy Palmer will speak, urging people to become organ donors.
All procee.ds (except season ticket
holders) will go to the Amy Palmer
fund. No administrative costs will be
retained by the school.
Jerry Gardner, assistant chair co-

ordinator of music education, and a i
friend of the Palmers, participated in I
organjzing the benefit. A basketball
game was chosen to "get a combination of students and faculty involved
in an activity that would bring attention to the organ donor program."
Central Florida's organ donor program, Translife, is working with all
Central Florida hospitals in coordinating recipients and donors through the
United Network for Organ Sharing, a
computer network linking recipients
arid donors throughout tl}e country.
As of January, only 4,521 cases
met the criteria for organ donation last
year. So few cases are eligible because
the donor has to.die under very specific circumstances.
The patient must be brain dead
without experiencing heart failure.
Thus, many victims of car accidents
and cardiac arrests cannot donate.
Kathy Driscoll, community relations
manager for UCF, said that "people
are unaware or haven't thought about
organ donation or are misinformed as
the circumstances involved; they are
afraid or think the procedure might be
mutilating."
Tickets for the Amy Palmer benefit
are$4 general, $6 reserved; door prizes
will be awarded and T-shirts will be on
sale for $10 encouraging organ donation. For ticket information call (407)
823-6006.
Tax deductible contributions to benefit Amy Palmer's medical expenses
ai1d Translife's organ donation pro- I
curement may be made to: Florida 1
Hospital Foundation, Attn: Amy
Palmer Fund, do Translife, 2501 N. 1
Orange Ave., Suite 40, Orlando, FL
32804.

Peer advisors needed in Arts & Sciences, Business, Educat·ion
and Academic Advising Services. 15 hrs/week and sununer
• orientation programs, $4.25/hr. Apply in Academic Advising
Services, Phillips Hall, Room 202.
I

I

c

.::. .

QUALIFICATIONS .

*Responsible, Reliable, and Adaptable
*2.5 GPA or higher
•Available during summer orientation
*Willing to commit to at least a year of service
*Enthusiastic about serving UCF community

Help UCF Students Solve Their Academic Puzzles

Many Thanks to ...

and

For Their Generous Support Of The 1993-1994
Peer Advising Program
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Dead Sea Scroll controversy addressed at lecture
D Biblical manuscripts
are among the content
of centuries-old scrolls.
by STEPHANIE COPES
Staff writer

•

Dr. Kenneth L. Hanson, adjunct professor of Judaic studies
at UCF, conducted a lecture on
the Dead Sea Scrolls Feb. 17.
The lecture, which was free and
open to the public, dealt with the
controversy surrounding the
serons, and several popular theories as to who wrote them.
Discovered in caves near the
Dead Sea in 194 7 and hidden
from scholars for 40 years afterward, the Dead Sea Scrolls are a
controversial topic in Biblical .
studies today.
Carbon dating placed the
scrolls creation between the years
233 and 168 B.C. The scrolls,
written in ancient Hebrew, are
believed to have been composed
by members of an unknown an-

cient Jewish sect.
Although most scrolls found
were in fragments, several were
found whole and are on display in
Israel in a shrine dedicated to them.
Some of the scrolls on display
include a manuscript of the complete Biblical book of Isaiah, a
book of Psalms, a commentary on
the book of Habbakuk, an elaboration on the book of Genesis, a
manual of rules the sect members
who wrote the scrolls were to live
by and a scroll detailing battles
that were to be fought at the end of
time when God is to return to the
earth with his army of angels.
The controversy surrounding
the scrolls deals mainly with the
thousands of scroll fragments that
were found, not the larger ones on
public display. These fragments
fell into the possession of the government of Jordan, which then hid
the fragments away for decades
while a team 6f Jordanian scholars studied and attempted to piece
them together. NC?_ one else was

allowed to see the fragments,
leading to widespread speculation as to what the Jordanians had
discovered.
It has only been within the
past few years that the findings
from the fragments have begun
to be released.
"The findings are available,"
said Hanson. "However, they are
only available in Hebrew. They
haven't been translated into any
other language yet. So they' re
out, yet they're not out."
Hanson concluded the lecture
by giving an update on "Operation Scroll," a search launched
by the Israeli government last year.
to find more scrolls before the
area in which they were originally found will be turned over to
Palestine. So far no new scrolls
have been discovered; however,
a few fragments of parchment
have been discovered as well as
wooden cones, ancient Roman
sandals, and a 5,000-year-old
skeleton of a warrior in armor.

Considering $e ~is
due tomorrow, aren't rou
glad we're open all night?

At Kinko's you'll find the computers, printers and software you need
to meet challenging deadlines.

,------------------,
1/2.OFF COMPUTER RENTAL
I1
I
'-
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I
I

Bring tills coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive 1/2 off per hour on self-serve,
in-store computer rental time. One coupon per customer. Not valid with otheroffers.
Good through 2f28/94.

open24hours
658-9518
12215 Uni-versity Blvd.
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by ROSIBEL MONSERATE
Staff writer
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Hypnotist makes
believers out of
UCF students
The crowd could not get
enough of hypnotist Tom Deluca during his show Feb. 15. Nearly 1,500
people packed the UCF Arena for a
night of laughter and entertainment.
Campus Activities Board
broughtDeluca to campus as partofits
Tuesday Night Live Series. This was
Deluca' s ninth annual show at UCF. ·
Once the show started, hands
went up high in the air to volunteer to
participate in the show. Deluca selected 20 members of the audience to
be hypnotized. However, hypnosis
did not work for six.
One UCF student came to
the arena with a sign reading "I came
all the way fr0m India." Deluca spotted the sign and selected Muffi
Bootwala to come on srnge. After the
show, Bootwala said he remembered
most of the show. Headded that if felt
like five minu~es. The show lasted
about two hours.
"You know your on stage,
but you can't stop yourself," Bootwala
said. "YOU have to do what he says.
The more you get into it (the show), the
more you do."
While on stage Bootwala
had a strong craving for steak-even
for Christmas, a holiday he does not
celebrate.
One of Deluca's volunteers-Dave-almostm(ldethecrowd
fall out of their chairs. He picked up
every suggestion Deluca gave to the
other "hypnotees."
Near the end of the show,
Deluca told Dave to praise the show
when he snapped his fingers twice and
to express his disgust in the show when
he said the word 'blue.'
The first time Deluca said
the word "blue," Dave said the show
was "bullshit." He even went as far as
to say "I can't believe we paid you '
money for this. I'd rather be doing
homework."
However when Deluca
snapped his fingers, Deluca was in
charge.
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Selected Men's shorts - $10.00
All T-shirts - $9.00
All Men's Pants - $12.00
All Sweatshirts - $10.00
Bookbags - $6.00
Boxer Shorts - $6.00
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Telecommunications

Starting In May 1993, Student Government (SG) began Investigating the
charges associated with the FREE Courtesy phones. The problems with
the billing method and charges were overwhelming. Currently we have
received the following refunds; $1407.60 for phones that were out of
service at the beginning of the fall semester. $1050.00 for phones that
had the wrong equipment types and we were ·being over charged for.
Other refunds currently under Investigation by SG are $2024.00 for
addldonal phones that were out for an excessive amount of tl~e and
$4508.00 for charges on phones that do not belong to the SG•
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Overhead Assess..ient
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Overhead assessment ls a fee that ·sG has to pay the Administration for
~
services such as police protection, postal service, payroll and administrative
support. The SG finance office developed a counter proposal and negotiated
·~\""-' ~-~r
with the finance and Accounting office to reduce the amount ·that Student
Government pays. We received a relmbursment of $6421.00 and a reduction
.
C-----'>f $3870.00 In our future charges•
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Student Union $390,000.00

•
'

The S~dent Union project turned the SG finance office Into a
pressure cooker for most ·of the summer. ·After researching a
decade of history on the Student Union, the SG auditors efforts
•patd off' when an unapproved encumberance was found. The SG
· Student Union Trust Fund was credited $390,000•
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Miscellaneous

Throughout the year the SG Rnance office lnvesdgates ways to save money, resuldng In
savings for the students In several ways. It was discovered that SG was double-billed $592.00
for waste-water treatment one month last summer. Also, $7,000.00 may be returned,
followilng an lnvesdgation by the SG finance office, due to misuse by.one of the agencies that
SG funds. Every year Student Government purchases equipment and office machines from
computers to vehicles for dubs and organizations to use. After an Initial Inventory when
Marlin and Jusdn took office it was discovered that over $250,000.00 worth of property was
missing form SG, its' agencies and branch campuses. All missing Innes have been accounted
for following a final audit by the Student Government finance ·offic~.
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Court order forces Citadel
to accept first female cadet
O Supreme Court orders
male college open to
women
College Press Service
CHARLESTON, S.C. - Shannon Faulkner, after a long court
fight, finally got to register and
attend classes at The Citadel, an
all-male, state-supported institution.
Supreme Court Chief Justice
William Rehnquist, in Mid-J anuary, denied a request by attorneys for The Citadel to delay a
lower court ruling that allowed
Faulker to attend the academy.
After 152 years of being an allmale institution, Faulkner became the first female admitted to
the academy's day program.
Faulkner, of Powersville,

S.C., applied to The Citadel last
year and had officials at her high
school delete all references to her
gender. She had been provisionally accepted, pending final transcripts, and the Citadel officials
realized that her transcripts had
been tampered.
She was denied acceptance,
and sued.
"Our issue is that there is a
valid need to single-gender educational opportunities for both
males and females," said Citadel
spokesman Maj. Rick Mills. "We
are fighting for our preservation
as a single-gender college."
Robert Black, a Charleston attorney who worked on Faulkner's
case, said that The Citadel's arguments were "embarrassing," and
that Faulkner's attending The Citadel was no threat to single-sex
education.

Voter tumout in BreV8ld expected~ increase
0 Brevard Campus.vote
is expected to influence
SGA elections.
by THEODOR CEDROS

more than 7 percent.
Balado has spent most of the
last two weeks getting the word out,
filling the hallways of the Lifelong
Learning Center with banners and
posters, far out numbering the can-

Staff writer

If serving pizza and soft drinks
can not lure Brevard campus students to vote this week, Christie
Balado, Brevard's lone election
commissioner, will be very disappointed. She is predicting that the
number of students voting this year
will more than double last years
turn out. During the last presidential election only 30 of the approximately 400 students voted- a little

New library product of cooperation
between UCF and Brevard caml>U$

dictates advertising. She has also
printed a booklet, distributed on
M@day, to give students more information on -the candidates.
John Stroud, a Public Administration graduate student, agrees that

BCC, and Dr. Maxwell, former
director of UCF Brevard Campus,
for coming up with the idea of the
A gleaming structure of con- joint use library.
crete and steel now rises between
There remains some confusion
Clear Lake and The life Long over who will actually administer
Learning Center on the UCF the new library when it opens. Dr.
Brevard Campus. This new build- Wade R. Kilbride, current UCF
ing is a library featuring the latest Brevard Campus director, was not
in educational equipment, data- part of the original planning group,
bases, multi-media presentations, but said while he was informed
and on-line services.
that UCF personnel would be adThe Department of Education ministering the new library, this
(DOE) joint venture features may have changed. Krause said
110,000 square feet of space, at a he was, "not 100 percent clear,"
cost of approximately $11 mil- on which school would adminislion. The DOE is supplying 25 ter the library.
percent of the building costs,
"The two presidents will cowhile Brevard Community Col- ordinate that," Krause said. She
lege and UCF split the remaining foresaw no difficulty in coordi75 percent.
nating both schools use of the new
Dr. Tace Krause, provost of facility.
BCC Cocoa Campus, has been
Construction is moving
working on this project since it briskly, and is several months
was proposed. "Electronic tech- ahead of schedule. Krause expects
nology was the focus from the · the library to be ready by January
beginning," said Krause. She 1995. Some of the features of the
pointed out the DOE encourages new library will include: the
joint use projects, and the help Westlaw On-line Legal Reference
- the building would give graduate System, a computer system to link
and undergraduate students made other schools in the community colthe project attractive. She credits lege system, and CD-ROM encyDr. Maxwell King, president of clopedia and reference services.

'~-- with your level of experience. As

Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-

by THEODOR CEDROS

Staff writer

the voter turnout will be high considering Brevard is a campus where
most students are non-traditional.
"I've heard a lot of people say
they were voting this year. I think
most of them want to let the main
campus know we're here."
The students here may want to
be heard, but most students interviewed were not sure how they
would vote. "I've seen the signs
but that's all," said Nursing Student Barbara Hill. As of Thursday only the Merritt/Poston ticket
had campaign signs on campus.,
On Friday, however, there were
signs promoting the Aaron/
Steedley, and Riemersmaffhomas
tickets.

/5~S:a~S~ an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career! consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

Anthropology, kt:- Biology, Economics, Education
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Life Care Chiropractic & Massage Center
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"Now in practice serving the community"
(g
Our caring hands treat headaches, Neck &
.
Lower Back Pain, Sciatica, Muscle Spasm
We also have Nutritional Counseling.
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101 Lake Hayes Suite 105
Oviedo, Fl.
(407~ 366-1155

Mon.-Fri., 9-6pm by Appt.
Professional Courtesy to
Students & Staff
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The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.
The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips ,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. Irdoes not include airfare, tuition, food , or personal
expenses.
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Woody Dudley, D.V.M.
Birds, cats, dogs, reptiles and exotics.
*Special rates for students, f acuity and staff*
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Mitchell Hammock Veterinary Clinic
45 Alafaya woods Blvd.
Oviedo, Fl 32765

2 l/2milcs north of campus in World Gym Sltoppmg Center

Telephone (407) 366-7323
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Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18
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North Korea crisis
handled with
prudence by Clinton

•
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1HERE 5No REAL
HEALTH CARE CRISIS ••.
1
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Last week, North Korea allowed international inspection of several nuclear sites. The fact that this finally
happened can be attributed to the Clinton
Administration's cautious handling of the crisis.
Instead of using a "big stick"-style bully diplomacy
that was advocated by some, Clinton used caution and
took heed of the fact that North Korea would almost
certainly over-react to such a move. While we still do
not know whether or not North Korea has nuclear
weapons, extreme caution is really the only proper
course of action.
While this is a good start, it certainly does not mean
that the crisis in North Korea is finished. There are other
facilities where nuclear activity is suspected, and the
tension between North and South Korea has recently
increased, but perhaps this new development can be
seen as the beginning of progress on the North Korean
issue.
This all happened due to the leadership of the
Clinton Administration, who handled the crisis with the
proper prudence.
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Are the SG Pres./VP Why African-American instead of black?
salaries justifiable?
Are the Student Government salaries for the President and
Vice-President ($10,(X)() and $8500, respectively) justified?
Perhaps we are just envious, since our top editors work just as
many hours, if not more then, the SG President and Vice
President, for about half the money. Still, we are very
interested to learn what your views on this subject are.
Most of the candidates you will be voting for today felt that
the salary was justified. Some canidates said that they woul~ be
willing to taking a pay cut: the Merritt/Poston ticket, and
Damon Mason's running mate Juliann Hickey. However, no
other candidates said that they would take a pay cut.
The reasons for not taking a pay cut were varied. Everyone
"did the math," and came to differing conclusions regarding
what the yearly salary of $10,000 comes out to on an hourly
basis. Estimates ranged from less than four dollars an hour to
more than six dollars an hour. The point was also made that the
university pays these salaries because of the Student Government President's access- it's hard to do the job when you also
have to work another job to support yourself.
While considerable space has been devoted in this paper to
the point of view that the salaries are exorbitant, and while the
candidates have differing opinions, we would like to know
yours.
What do you think? Are these salaries justified?
Some people, including the majority of the presidental
candidates, argue that $10,(X)() a year. isn't really that much. Do
you agree?
Is the salary justifiable considering the amount of work
done in Student Government?
It's worth noting that some universities only pay their
Presidents and Vice Presidents if the money is an absolute
financial necessity. It's also worth pointing out that the amount
UCF pays it's SG President is one of the highest in the nationmost public universities pay their student government president
about $2,()(X) a year.
We encourage your input on this issue. Drop us a line and
follow the directions outlined in the "Letters to the Editor" box
on page 12.
We would greatl)' appreciate your input on this matter.
News Editor
Sports Editors
Entertainment Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Production Manager
Production Assistant

Rex Hoggard
Jenny Duncanson, Trace Trylko
Tim Wassberg
Brian Costello
Cynthia Conlin
Michael DeHoog
David G. Barnett
Matt Baclar

Today is my 21st birthday!
Please leave all gift packages,
cologne, money, and clothes (I
look good in blue), at the Fut
ure office c/o:
S.M.," TravelingShoes."
Thanks.
"Shannon."
"What's up?"
" Can I ask you something if

you promise not to get mad?"
. " I've heard it all! I don't get mad at anything anymore."
There was a long pause. "I was kidding."
" Oh. Ha, ha. Listen, I was talking to my girlfriend the other
day, and we don't understand why, you know, bla- black
people, insist on being called African-Americans. You're black,
right?"
What kind of question was that?
" Can you tell me why, since you're black and all?"
Never before had su1:;h dignity been brought to this question.
Anyway, despite my usual afternoon bad mood, I accepted this
as my _opportunity to express my opinion about this issue that
most non-African-Americans are afraid to address, since I am
black and all.
On a personal note, I would like to explain that the use of
either term in my presence presents no problem with me.
In addition, I must ask a favor of you. While reading this article,
try to read it through the eyes of a black person. Try to understaad
why an African-American would feel or think this way.
In my 21 years of living, I have learne~ three things: 1.)
People really do care; 2.) Parents pluck every nerve in your body ,
but they still love you, and 3.) People love to hear their name. A
person's name is, to that person, the sweetest ·sound in any
language. The reason: We love respect! We like people to
admire the way we dress or think we're cute or yell out our name
in excitement when they see us on campus. I know I like hearing
~y name called, and in class, I get a kick out of the teacher calling
me "Mr. Martin." We love respect!
African-Ameriqns are no different. We, as a race of people,
have made great advancements since the days of our ancestors,
when our fathers were beaten, our mothers raped, and all blacks
were referred to as "niggers" or "darkies." Not much o:-espect
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there. After "nigger'' came "colored." By World War Il, we were
called ''Negroes," which sounds just a little t00 dam close to "nigger''
for comfort.
The civil-rights protestors and the flower children of the 1960s
finally demanded that we be called "blacks," since the people we
shared this land with for some 300 years were called "whites." By
this, a sort of equilibrium had been established, making both groups
identifiable by a color. America accepted the terms "black" and
"white" when referring to either race of people . .. until recently.
Somewhere, someone compared the definitions. White - clean,
pure, harmless., hopeful, innocent, honorable. Black - not hopeful,
very dirty, wicked, evil, wrong- the opposite of white. In addition,
we are brainwashed with terms like white collar, referring respected
salaried positions, white magic, used -in the service of good, and
white knights, the champions of good cause, while the terms black
art, black ball, black magic, and black comedy make referrence to
evil, exclusion and.dislike, and morbid, grotesque humor. With such
anegativeconnotation, it is not hard to understand why some object
to being called ''hlack."
So why African-American and not darker- or pigmentationally
enhanced-American.;?Simple.Africaiswherewearefrom,America
(bless this country) is where we are now. Why should we be called
· African-Americans? Because we asked. So what would happen if
white Americans demanded to be called Caucasian- or EuropeanAmericans? The request would be honored. Such a request has n0t
been made thus far, though. Perhaps given the definition of "white,"
. ''European-American" does not sound more respectable at all, but
the term "African-American" is much more dignified than the
horrific definition provided for the word "black."
My friend looked at me with a what-the-hell-are-you-talkingabout smirk on his face. I feared I had totally lost him. I snapped my
fingers in his face. "Hello?"
"I'm trying to understand, but I just can't."
"You don't have to." I appreciated his honesty.
"So now I'm confused. Colored, Negro, black, Afiican-American ... What do you want me to call you?''
" . . . Shannon."
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Is WUCF tenible, awful, pathetic, bland, sterile, or all of the above?
Here's a column about
WUCF, but before I begin, I
would like to fulfill my duty as
Poetry Editor by composing a
haiku. This haiku is dedicated
to Wendy "My Biggest
Fan"Wesley, and Juliann
Hickey (Opinion Editor Note:
This is in NO WAY an
endorsementt oftheMasonl
Hickey ticket, because, let's/ace
it, JOHN RITTER JS MUCH MORE QUALIFIED);
Wendy, Juliann
·
The love light is in y'alls eyes
Buy me Swiss Cake Rolls
All right. The administrative matters are now out of the
way, so let's get started by responding to the letter writer in
today's Letters to the Editor Section. Gosh! He sure was
sarcastic! What a sarcastic guy! Oh well, I'm glad he now
realises he's an idiot; I must be doing something right.
As much as I would like to just leave everything at that, I
feel obligated to clarify what Mr. Inmat ASS-U-Me'd, and I
alsowouldliketorespond to certain WUCFdiscjockeys who,
while trying to criticise me or defend themselves from my
criticisms, are only doing an admirable job of proving why
they need that "I am an idiot..." disc1aimer in the first place. While I wish the assumption was true, unfortunately, it's
not. WUCF isn't (primarilly) run by students-it's run by
fascist bullyboys. And their tie-wearing underlings, the Casey
Kasem-esque disc jockeys, apparently have no conception of
what alternative music is supposed to be about.
I'm really sorry to shatter your illusion, WUCF, but "alternative" music isn't the latest, hottest, MTV Flavor of the

Month from Seattle or Manchester. I can hear Blind Melon
(just to name one of the countless examples of the Corporate
Alternative Bands you're so fond of playing) just about
anywhere else.
There's an uderground scene out there in this great land of
ours that WUCF is sadly neglecting. Simply going by ~
playlistofthe "hotaltemativefavorites"ismoretheactionsof
an intern with Skynyrd-playing ambitons for DIZ instead of an
alternative music fan. And if it's the Station Manager that's
responsible for making you guys go by such a lame play list,
then why don't you stand up to him? We at the Future defend
ourselveswhenDaveBaueractslikeafascistbullyboy. [SeigHeil! -D.B.] Why don't you follow our example? (Where's
that petition, Irnar?)
·
On a personal note to you, Mr. Wonderboy, allow me to
apologise. I'm sorry, you don't suck, you merely blow. You
would never rudely shut off a requested song, you just rudely
shut off songs. Whoops! My bad!
.I've heard you shut off songs, and just because they're
unrequested doesn't somehow make that okay to me (and others
forthatmatter-forarefreshingchange,l'mnotaminorityofone
on an issue), and it doesn't mean that your colleagues at wUCF
don'tshutoffsongshalf-waythrough.lthappenstomyfriendsand
I all of the time. But that's only when the disc jockeys have the
slightest clue of what we are talking about (If I had a dollar·for
everytime my friends and I tried to request The Minutemen ... ).
My favorite WUCF experience was when Cynthia the ·
Copy Editor and I were here in the palatial Future office,

In Limbo

working on this quality publication you now hold in your
hands until the wee hours of Monday morning. We were
enduing WUCF. We would have gladly listened to WPRK,
because that's the only radio station on the dial worth listening
to, but unfortunately, it was drowned out by an audio collage
of K-92, WMFE, and the endless drone ofMorissey, the Cure,
the Pet Shop Boys, Joy Division, and any other boring British
band that has helped to make Self-Loathing Britain's largest
Export. Guess which station that was?
Cynthia and I had been taking turns requesting Ween.
Three hours later, they respected our request. Well, sort of.
They played "Little Birdy ." We11, fifteen seconds of it. Mr.
Disc Jockey shut if off (actually he faded it out, as if it was just
a fifteen second song) then said, "This, sucks, man! Who the
hell would request Ween?"
Then he made it up to me by playing New Order. Gee!
Thanks! What a saint. The whole night he sounded like he was
wigging out on cocaine. He sounded like David Silver from
Beverly Hills 90210. I kept expecting him to start babbling
about his girlfriend Tori Spelling. He didn't; he just babbled.
I'm willing to bet that a lot of people have stories like that,
and calling me a "pseudo-journalist" on the air won't change
the fact that WUCF sucks. Besides, calling me a "pseudojoumalist" is about as irisul ting to me as calling me a "pseudoplumber." The last thing I want to be labelled as is ')oumalist."
Journalists are light-weight drinkers. You should see Rex
Hoggard after a quart of 8-Ball. I'm just a Scumbag Musician,
and don't you forget it!
Speaking of that, tomorrow my band The Sherilyns will be
performing sometime after 9:30 at Java Jabbers. Please go,
and bring me your Swiss C¥e Rolls, because tornmorow is
"Give the Opinion Editor a Box of Swiss Cake Rolls Day."
You can stop reading now.

Tony Whitten
1
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lawyers and physicians should follow the businessman's example
Lawyers and physicians are among the most self-~entered,
greedy and unethical people I have met, while businessmen
are more ethical and understanding. This is. quite ironic,
considering the self-proclaimed ethics oflawyers who "represent the best interest of their clients" and the medical obligations incurred by doctors through the Hippocratic oath:
We are all aware of the ridiculous exploits oflawyers in the
c,ourts of America. These people make astounding claims in
support of murder, fraud, and thievery. They often convince
naive juries of the "merits" of these excuses for their client's
criminal activities.
Everyone deserves a fair trial by a "jury of their peers," but
lawyers have long distorted this by handpicking lawyers.
Lawyers should provide their clients with the best defense,
but they are not supposed to aid in perjury in any way. I doubt
that all of the lawyers who have used the innocent-by-way-oftemporary-insanity defense believe their clients were really
nuts for just a second! Did Lorraine Bobbitt's lawyer really
think she was insane and unaware of her actions, even when
she was driving down the road with her husband's penis in her
hand? Did the Menendez brothers inform their lawyer of
molestation by their father, at which point he could ethically
accept it as truth, or did he encourage and even help develop
the story for a defense he engineered from the start? While
some of the colorful defenses are real, many are creations of
legal fiction. Outright lying by lawyers is quite a common
occurrence.
The most unethical part of lawyers' actions is definitely
their fees. Businessmen price based on natural demand in a
free market economy. but lawyers, like doctors, have artificially driven up rates by monopolizing the market; hourly
billing rates run up to $300 per hour. Contingency lawyers

mortality rate in the industrialized world yet prenatal care is
among the most expensive on Earth. Doctors, like lawyers,
never state in specific terms how much their services cost until
after the fact, when you're bound legally to pay. Hospital's
won't even give estimates of simple procedures.
Relative to the legal and medical professions, businessmen
"'only" charge the maximum legal percentage of 30 percent are very honest. My broker could have made $200 in
commissions from me last year by buying me shares of IBM.
recovered, plus costs incurred.
This is exactly the purpose of the Bar Association which Instead, he told me to forget my bad idea, since I'd probably
brings lawyers together for pressuring Congress, to shelter lose all my money, and to invest in a mutual fund that would
their peers' incompetence, and to provide a facade of improv- only pay him a $50 commission. IBM dropped by $40 last
ing their profession. Any complaint about fees is dropped year, I made a 15 percent return on the fund, and my brokerdid
automatically. It's an obvious attempt to remove all sense of the right thing. I've never heard a doctor say, "Let's not do this
expensive new procedure. We can save you some money by
fairness or customer involvement in pricing.
Just recently, a colleague of mine atterrded a party com- using the old procedure that's just as effective." However,
posed of professionals. The constant topic among a group of I've heard many store owners suggest I buy the least expensive
lawyers was how they earned huge contingency fees by and profitable product, since it would save me money. On the
"manipulatingandmoldingthejury [the lawyers' own words]". other hand, business men are far more cooperative, courteous,
Just as bad as lawyers are doctors. I visited a hospital last and appreciative towards their customers' business. I guess
summer for a very serious intestinal infection. Upon entering that's because they know who pays their wages.
Obviously, I am speaking in general terms. Ther.e are
the emergency room I waited without any aid for the extreme
pain. A doctor entered the room an hour later, looked at me for lawyers who do tum away cases with high potential awards
10 minutes, then charged me $90. That was just his fee. I was due to unsubstantiated claims, and some old-fashioned genalso charged for his supplies and lab fees. Stockbrokers don't eral practitioners still charge low office visit fees (i.e. my
charge you for their paper and pencils on top of their trading recently d~eased family physician).
However, greed seems to be the trend in the legal and
fees. Real estate agents don't make you pay for their gas and
medical communities.
travel expenses on top of their sales commission.
Just ask yourself when was the last time you weren't ripped
The recent drop in medical costs, with the impending threat
of theClintonhealth plan demonstrates the.medical profession's off by the doctor?
Are your health insurance costs going up?
lies in claiming high quality requires high costs. Other counCan
you afford a lawyer without cashing in your savings or
tries provide much better care at lower costs.
For example, the United States has the highest infant even mortgaging your house?
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In an attempt to remain unbiased and objective toward
the opinions of fellow students/ journalists, I reflected back to
the days of my youth, when they taught me how to be a man.
The clicM that trogged upon my memory, was the faithful
"Yo, if you ain't got nuttin good to say, just keep your mouth
shut!"
You have to take into consideration that I ran with a tough
crowd, each of whom insisted on becoming REAL men.
Therefore, whenever the rare opportunity arose that one of the
boys could establish themselves as a prophet, by reciting a
quote he heard on a United Way commercial during the
halftime of Monday Night Football one week, they reiterated
the phrase in tough guy terms in order to avoid being labeled
with a certain derogatory feminine term, and then followed
with the defense, "But Howie Long said it, and he'd beat your
ass if you called him that!"
So, in open debates over such topics as Shaq' s salary,
Student Government elections and the UCF sports gender
equity movement, I have strategically dissolved myself into
the "Revelation" section and avoided any nasty conflict in the
Opinion columns, in order to maintain a sense of journalistic
integrity.
Well, hey buttmunches, you went too far! So can we talk?
Shaquille O' Neal is worth every damned cent the NBA,
Orlando Magic, Reebok, Paramount, and Pepsi can bestow
upon him. Hell, I already pay $30 for a ticket, and would be
willing to tip him another $20 for each' sky-box leaping, onesixth-of-a-ton flying, alert-the-janitors-to-get-their-broomsout, backboard-breaking, ip. "Patty" "Damn-Darwin-wasright" Ewing's face dunk, which he performs on a regular
basis at the 0-rena. TQeday anyone on this planet can actually
do something more than foul out in the third quarter when
attempting to defend him one-on-one in the paint, will be the
day I'll pay Larry "This~kid-is-the-most-dorninant-I've-ever
seen !" Bird to come down and .teach him how to get the four
or five extra free throws a game. Personally, I would rather see
Oakley, Mason and Ewing crying to the refs because they are
in foul trouble in the fourth quarter of game seven than have

all three playing a tight defense as the crucial period of the
game ticks down,just out of fear of Shaq' s presence at the line.
By the way, and don't take this personally, but the kid is
only 21 years old, and already is being triple-teamed by the
West Coast All-Stars. I'd say he is coming along.
To put things in perspective though, from the objective
journalistic approach, the complaint is that we are paying him
too much money. We pay the athletes money to put on a show,
and his five to 10 dunks a game will sell out every arena in this
country and possibly world for the next decade, as where Scott
Skile's, who maintains a top-five status among the greatest
free throw shooters of all time, could not pay a half dozen
toddlers and whinos to show up in my backyard to watch the
amazing free throw exhibition.
Shaquille O' Neal was a $45 million investment that will,
over the span of the next 10 years, return yearly revenues,
nearly reaching that figure, in worldwide merchandise sales
for the Magic, and as a promotional draw for the entertainment
industry as a whole. (Example: He turned a Hollywood style
screening for ''Blue Chips" into a benefit giving tens of
thousands of dollars to local charities). The money invested
in this kid has laid the foundation for this organization and will
profit the city for years to come, and man can that mutha'
dunk!
And while we are on the subject of overpaid 21-year-olds,
I don't want to forget all you pretty-boy candidates. You got
my vote if you throw a little of that IO grand my way. But
seriously, before I vote for anyone, I want to know which one
of you smoked the most dope, hooked with the most sorority
girls, and received the_biggest payolas from student senate.
That is why we have elections, you morons. It isn 1t so we can
elect an intelligent, aggressive, American citizen to lead us

through the turbulent periods. We have these sideshows~h year
just so we can dig up as much mud as possible, and sling it all over
· your starched Ralph Lauren-designer Polo's to see which one
busts out in tears first. And if none of you guys have burned more
nickel's or danced under a full moon on a warm, wet spring night
with more KD's than me, then I'm going to 'make history' and
votefortheBabeforpresident. Yeah,right,andlcouldhavemade
history by voting for Mondale, or shooting Ronald Reagan. Oh,
somewhat beat me to that one! By the way, if any of you pretty
boysgotaproblemwithanyofthesejabs,I'dbehappytomeetyou
in the pit at the upcoming Pearl Jam concert.
Speaking of making history and mash pits! If were going to
drop a young and progressing athletic squad from the UCF sports
program, so as to add another program based on gender, then let's
make some history and have female mosh pitting. We can start off
the schedule by allowing our number one Female Athletic
Supporter a chance to jump into the processions with some of our
freshly recruited linemen. Did I say 'Female athletic supporter'?
Now there is a new sport, somewhat similar to a weight lifting
competition.
I got a female sport for ya, honey- let's see how long you can
support this!
Contrary to better judgement, and taste, I hope this clever
clarification of justice and good will passes by my editor, Brian.
Sure, and I also hope I can convince Saddam Hussein to pay
wholesale for a nuclear arsenal. Hey, ifCostello was sincere about
that "Lazy Bastard" guy last year, then that is-proof he'll let
anything run.
In all honesty I hope that no one takes any of this seriously, and
is willing to jump in the mosh pit ofliterary whiners along with me,
but I feel a whole lot better after reaming all the jerkoffs that annoy
me. A look at the big picture, though, will reveal that a young
athlete, a bunch of aspiring politicians, and a determined activist,
all are putting forth an impressive amount of effort for something
they strongly believe in; and that my friends, demands my respect
as a man.
Andas'my boys would say "Yo, Jerky, a man got'~ ta do, what
a man's got's ta do!" PEACE!

01s1nbuted by Tribune Media Services
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Letters to the Editor
Track teamunited, assumptions premature

I am writing in response to the political cartoon in the
February 16 issue depicting two UCF track members.
From reading that cartoon, many would be led to believe
that the women's track team does not care about the fate of
the IJlen's track team. The exact opposite is true. The
women's track team is extremely concerned about their
future, for it is also ours.
If men's track is eliminated, the negative ramifications
will be felt and personified in women's track and men's and
women's cross country. We consider our selves as one
track team and do not want to lose half of our members.
Many of us have been teammates for the past three years
and rely on each other's support and encouragement to
excel in our events.
After years of struggling, we finally have an awesome
coaching staff, and a fantastic track. The numbers on the
team have grown considerably (in both males and females)
over the past year. We have got the momentum going for
a competitive program, and to cut men's track now would
be a grave mistake. If this happens there will be problems
in recruiting new women without having the strength of
being accompanied by a men's program. Also, the cross
country team will be greatly affected. Many prospective
athletes will choose strong schools with both men's and
women's cross country AND track program.
No premature assumptions should be made. The judgment
will not be decided until April. It is only the beginning of the
race and the track team has a lot of endurance and a strong kick.
It ain't over until the finish line is crossed.
Jeanne Lesniak
Health Care Administration

Support for WUCF, not rudeness
[In reference to Brian Costello's last column] Hey, Mr.
Normal, I just wanted to take a moment out of my busy
schedule to drop you a line, I hardly have any "free" time .these
days. I wish to thank you for putting me in my place, the light
of illuminated thought finally shines clearly on the waters of
understanding. I am an idiot! I must be to listen to all those
idiots on WUCF. After all these years of miserable confusion
, it finally makes sense, thank you. I owe you everything.
I wish I could take the essence of your wonderful attitude
and put it in a bottle. So every time I feel myself aspiring to do
good and positive things, I can pull the bottle out, remove the
cork, breathe it in and put myself back in my place. Idiot! I'm
a fricken idiot! I feel free.
I imagine you go to elementary school art shows and write
thought provoking articles on the lack of good raw talent
floating-arm.ind the school system these days. Don't be such a
cheese head! WUCF is a college , so I would assume the
station they operate is permanently run by students. It is very
rude to step on people who are attempting to make something
out of their life. Everyone can't work for such a widely
·circulated publication and pull in the big bucks that you grab
with ease.
Slow down baby, the wonderful thing about radios is ·they
come equipped with tuning knobs. Use it.
Joelnmat

''Pot Boy" article glorified ~g use
Shame on The Central Florida Future for printing such a
story as "Pot Boy," glorifying the use of marijuana. I've only
been here one semester, and I'm already sick of hearing how

good smoking pot will make me feel. People make it out as
if college Hfe were all about getting high and having sex.
I want every body to know I'm not a Jes us freak- I've never
set foot in a church my whole life. It's BY CHOICE I'm smoke
free, drug free, and never !)ad a drop of alcohol. And; at 19, I'm
still a virgin, and damn proud of it!
How many out there can say that?

Orlando Montoya
Foreign Language
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Delta Sigma Pi
hanks brothers who participa!ed
n Jr. Achievement Bowlathon last
eekend. Who'sgonnabeourRose
nd Thorn? Find out Saturday!
peaker on Wed, be there @ 7. Lil
ro appreciation nite coming up on
he 4th. Hold on your chicken Alex!
appy B-day to my Big Bro Marek!
PROUD TO BE A DELTASIG!

CLUB INFO

Roommate needed, F, to share 2
bdroom 2 bth apt in the Woodlands
Apts. PooL'tennis, W/D, 15 min from
UCF, $275/mo. Avail. 311. Call Lori
380-1789

CF MOTOR-FREIGHT
Need dockmen to load and unload
materials within dock setting. 4 hour
shifts weekends and evenings.
ReggaeJam Spring Break JAMICA
Accepting applications Sat Feb 26
from $289 ea. FREE info by mail iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii__.__...................= = = + - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ L between 8 am-11 pm at 10066
24 hrs. (800) "U" REGGAE 80081 Datsun 210, 2DR Hatchback, 5 General Dr., Orlando 851-5144.
873-4423.
Spd, AM/FM, Runs Well,Good $14.45 per hr. CF Motorfreight is
Tires, Sunroof, Good Gas Mileage, an equal opportunity empolyer.
UCF/Waterford-Lakefront, 1BR, Fair Cond. 175000m, $500, 277- r-----"---------~DIETSMART-Loseupto30pounds
1
145
i 1BA, NewCondo, Fumished.$420/ 5
Telemarketing/music surveys. Win- in 30 days for on IY $34·95 · 1-800 .
mo/jncludesWater Call671-8166 1986 Pl ymou th Re11ant.
SE Auto ter Park/Lee Rd. area, M-F, 5-9 pm. 259-9747

_,,..,
.
; 2.. ~APT 1 mi from UCF. W/D,
, a1shwasher $450 -365 7532
1 '
·
·
·

' 'FORSALE

t-------------1

2 Gym Memberships. Take over
SkydiveUCF
1st jump $85, full training under $500. Payment. Fitness <;onnection $22
@ month each until 10/95. <;all
Meetings Mon 8pm room 214SC.
678-9619.
alk-ins welcome or call
82-9995.
. BEDROOM SET. Dresser w/ mir1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 ror, 2 night tables and headboard.
UCF DIVE CLUB- SCUBA!!!) Blackmarblew/goldtrim. Less than
cuba discovery Sat 2/26 @ pool 1 yearold. Immaculate. <;all Roger,
1-4 pm, FREE!! Rainbow Rvr 2/27. 671-5192. $230 OBO
2 Mens 10 speed. $40,$ 50. Mnt
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Bike $70. 282-0362 Mike or Ryan
Meeting Mon 2/28 5-7 pm in SC
14. Call 382-8007 now!

Casting call! UCF is casting for upcoming student films. Place: visual
artsbuilding, RM 111. Times: Thurs,
Feb 14 8:30 pm- 12 pm. Sat, Feb 26,
noon-5 p.m. Tues, Mar 1, 8:30 pm12. For further information, please
contact Nathan McMahan at 658-

WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS. More affordable than you
think. One system costs as little as
a few months supply of bottled
water. Under/Above counter and
transportable. Consumer reports
top 3. For more info. call 245-9621

4904

Wed. Dress. hand beaded. Sz. 16.
Stunning! Must Sell. Designed
$900, sell for$700/neg. OBO. 3597354

eed a roommate to share 3br/2ba
ouse. Off Dean Rd, 5 min from
CF. $230 monthly. 1/3 util. 384227.

)

- ruis. E-Control. Low Miles. Many
newparts.RunsExcell.$1650.380942 After 6 pm

$4.25 hr, no sales. Call 629-5105

r-P-u_b_li_sh_ed_w_r-it-e-r/ed-i-to_r_w_ill_re-v-ie_w__j/

r--------------

edit your works in progress: Papers, theses, book mss. Free estimate. 682-5227

___________i

Queen-Size Sofa Bed for only $60
WESLEY FOUNDATION
all 894-7539
United methodist campus ministry
invites you to participate with them Panasonic FW50 duel cassette ra_io, Portable, high speed dubbing,
in any of their weekly activities. If
you want more information, contact Excell. Cond. AC adaptor included
60, willing to neg.380-2026x3382
Steve Binkley in SC206 or call
x5335 for more information. All are
MARY KAY CLOSEOUT--25% Off.
welcome for fellowship & fun!
Save on your favorite skin care &
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - glamour product~ while supplies
last! Call Now 682-5227
Reformed University FellowshipRU F. All demonations welomed. Bikes for Sale! Mtn bike skyokmish
Want to study the Bible? Join us! 18 inches $275. Trek 1200 road
Weds, 7:30 pm, SC 211. Alliliated w/ bike .$300. Nishiki 1o speed $75.
the Presbyterian church.
<;all 678-9619

ROOMMATES

91 Honda CRX. Must sell. $6599.
Teal, 5SP, A/C, AM/FM, Excell
Cond 679-4806

FOR RENT

I
:' i

Episcopal Campus Ministry
Wednesday, Noon, Room 214
Student Center
Students, Staff, Faculty, all
welcome

LOSE WEIGHT. Increase Energy.
Reduce Stress, Make Money, Hav
fun. Call (407) 426-1179.

AUTOS

Stairmaster-healthclubtype. New.
Pur. $700/sell $500. 080.3597354. Bother Word Proc. $270.
Typewriter $50

Sleeper & Chair Sets...................from $199.99
5-Pc. Dinette Sets...................... .from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............ .from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets...............................from $ 59.99
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard [ nsA· ]
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. •
Sat. I 0 a.m.-5 p.m.
_ -- ~

CORT~
FURNITURE RENTAL

CLEARANCE CENTER

HELP WANTED

-";

Immediate openings for telephone
sales representatives with Sprint/United
Telephone. lfyouareenthusiiasticand
have recent customer/service sales
experience and great communication
skills, we want to hear from you. At
Kelly you'll enjoy these benefits:• Salary +commission (avg. $8.50) • Paid

r - - - - - - - - - - -----l

Video Game Tournaments. Win
prizes for playing Sega Genesis.
<;all the Video Game League
Hotline. 1-800-303-7979
(local 834-9444)
i----------------__j

training•Long-termassignments• Flex- World classsoftball players willget
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at ible evening/weekend hours. Call us your team into shape. [Offer not
home. All materials provided. Send today! 660-2339· Kelly Temporary valid for Student Government,
SASE to P.O. Box 395, Olathe, KS Services, an EOE.
who are beyond help, and, as
66051.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L usual, fail at everything.]
Part time help wanted, Marry
Earn $500ormroeweeklystuffing
Minstrels is looking for fun, energetic ladies to do dancing and
envelopes at home. Send -long
SASE to: Country Living Shopsinging telegrams. 896-1104.
pers, Dept S37, P.O. Box 1779, - i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - 1
Denham S rin s, LA 70727
Programming assistant. Organized,
Earn up to $500 per week assem enegetic person to assist in event
WORDMASTERS
bling products at home. No experi planning, financial reports and comence Info· 1-504 -646 -1700 DEPT pany clientele. Full-time, $5 an hour.
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all your student
Food servers-5 nights, Pi Beta Ph 677_qs 01
sorority house, free meals, Mrs
needs. IBM and laser equip. Same
=S=in~m~2~73~·=2=60=3~-----~-----------~ d~ serv~e avail. We~e moved,
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYLawn care worker to servicequalcall for info 277-9600
MENT-Fisheries. Many earn
ityaccountsinLongwood,Apopka
Typing service: will type variety of
$2,000+lmo. incanneriesor$3,000area. Experience preferred, but
documents, resumes, term papers,
$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
not needed. References, own
letters, forms, etc. Quality work!
Many employers provide room & transportation. 290-5906, leave
Fast service! Call Amy 678-2973
board and transportation. No expemessage.
rience necessary! For more inforKCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
mation call: 1-206-545-4155 ext.

TYPISTS

r---------'---------+

Music Industry Fall-Sp_ring Internship. National Concert Promotion/
Marketing company based in LA
seeks RESPONSIBLE, OUTGOING, Music/Marketing Intern based
in Orlando. Sophomore or ·above.
Know your market well, bevery into
music. Call Mary ASAP 213-3684738
AA Cruise & Travel Employmen
<;:luide. Earn Big $$ + Trcwel th
world Free! (Caribbean, Europe
Hawaii, Asia) Hurry! Busy Sprin
Summer seasons approaching
Free Travel Club Membership! Cal
(919) 929-4398 ext. C253
SWIM INSTRUCTORS. April thru
Sept. Cert. WSI and CPR. Full or
Part time. Call 834-5060. Atlantis
Swim School. Altamonte S rin s.

Student Bargains
Save -more. It's been rented- before:

1987 Mazda, B2200 Truck $3,400,
73K m. Excel Cond 677-4888
87 Trans AM, T-Tops, Red, Well
Maintained, -Excel Cond $6500
381-9228

Earn $100 Processing mail for local
mail order company. Send $5 to:
10600 Bloomfield Dr. ite 1518, Ori.
Fl. 32825. $5 is for the supplies
needed to begin. So get started
now! while supplies last.

The Central Florida Future is always WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538
(usually) looking for advertising sales f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
represenatives. Great experience
A+ Typing and Word Processing
and pay; flexible hours. Call Chad
Papers, resumes, and more! LoDeckard at 823-8054 for more infor- cated close to UCF. Call today:
mation.

(407) 366-7123

PERSONALS
TUTORS

Witty, Intelligent individuals of all
sorts looking for friendships with
possiblity of relationships. Call 282Spanish beginners, conversational
9216 and ask for Meg, Duane,
and/or remedial. Small groups now
Bryce, Cheong, Melissa, Dawn,
forming-. Please call 629-21 i 7
Bridgette, Hal, Brenda, Brian,
(\V.P.Please call 249-3898.)
Jamie, Merill or Vicki, or leave a
message on E-Mail @ IND-00231. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ j
We like all sorts. Don't feel inti- Need help in math (through cal 2)
mated. Call Please.
or statistics? We can help.
Available days/evenings 7 days/
TINA, TINA, TINA, TINA, TINA, I
week. Call 249-3898
am looking for Tina, who is a Speech
Pathology Major and justtransfrered - + - - - - - - - - - - - to UCF. 1 met her while getting a
English Tutor. Need help with you
student ID. I had hoped to run into
writing style? Call Becky 957-898
her on campus to ask her out, but

Math, Physics, Engineering, Flex.
havent found her. Tina, if you are
Coordinator for campus marketing out there ... call Jason, 658-8 884.
Hrs. Wkends. Reasonable Rates.
campaignforastudentcallingcard. i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Leave Mess. 679-4391
Applicant should have demon- Stephanie Copes, you're a big fat
strated leadership ability, good dork. But don't take it the wrong way.

r--------=-------l

campus contacts, presentational
and organizational skills. Hyou are
a motivated UCF student this is a
great opportunity. Call 904-8935661
Telephone surveyors-PIT evenings,
Mon-Thurs, Winter Springs Office.
Hourly wage+ bonus. 699-9152

SERVICES

English Tutor. Need help with your
writing style. Call Becky 957-8982

TRAININGIEDUCATIO
Private Voice & Piano Lessons!
Berklee <;ollege of Music Graduate
is accepting new students to study
music. 5 min. from UCF. One on
One teaching. All levels/All ages!!
Professional/Affordable! Oviedo.
366-7461. Ask for Doug.

LEARN BARTENDING
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
1 ?R 2 WK.- DAYSff:=VES
National placement assistance
·

831-2233

IInternational Bartending Institute

Name:
•.:..
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Legend

Accomplished

Addressed and in
progress

<

Administration
uncooperative, though
lobbying continues

Parent Signature 1993-1994 School Year
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PRESIDENT'S
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
PURPOSE:

The Council serves U.C.F. as official
student ambassadors, both on and off
campus. ·

ELIGIBILITY: Candidates should be degree-seeking
students of Junior standing or higher,
with an overall minimum G.P.A. of
3.0.

c"andidates must have demonstrated
leadership ability in University and
community organizations.

Applications are available in Admin. 282 and
are due for return Friday, March 11
• I

If it's happening at
UCF, it's probably
happening at the
Tickets for th~se events are available at .t he UCF Arena Ticket Office or "~~

----s-p~ikir~-vanny-cro-;;r:&-Feii-;/usti~e----.

I

.

.

_________ !.1!!1!~~-'!.Y,_~~P!l!.'!~-~'!,-~J~!.1.!J!==-=---~~.!1
Men's Basketball vs ·s outheas·t Louisiana
Saturday, February 26, 2 pm . _

-

-

· ~

---fn-concert:-catiDDance1lecordri1g-x-rtist __ _

t'

•

Marc Anthony
Saturday, February 26, 10 pm - 3 am
--------~en•s-BasI<et1'ar1vs-centenary---------

,,Amy Palmer Night"
Monday, February 28, 7:30 pm

------------------------------------------------

Buy your Student Tickets for the TR R[ ~~!""
Championship Tournament NOW! ;eJ.':.~~

For UCF Arena Information:
823-3070

Tickets:
823-6006

•
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Harrison Ford may don his famous leather jacket and fedora
once again, said Lynn Hale of
Lucasfilm Ltd. She says Jeb Stuart,
co-writeroflastsumrner'shit"The
Fugitive" (also starring Harrison
Ford) is presently at work on a
new Indiana Jones script. based
on a story by George Lucas.
Although details of the story
are not yet being discussed, Hale
did say that both Harrison Ford
and director Steven Spielberg have
shown interest on taking Indy on
another adventure across the big
screen. However, don't look for a
new Indy film to hit the theaters
for at least another two years.
Next up for Ford will be "Clear
and Present Danger" due out sometime in May. As far as Indy goes,
Lucas has more immediate plans
for him. This year Lucasfilm will
produce four new two-hour episodes of "The Young Indiana
Jones Chronicles" for ABC star-

ring Sean Patrick Flannery as the
young Indy.
While many will be surprised
at the announcement of a new
Indy film, Lucas has talked for
years about making a new "Star
Wars" trilogy. Lucas does plan to
produce three more which will be
prequels to the original trilogy.
Hale says Lucas would like to
start production on the new trilogy in the next two to three years.
While there is no official word as
far as a release date is concerned,
sources say to expect the first new
installment Memorial Day Weekend 1997, to commemorate the
20th anniversary of "Star Wars."

~~TU~N

AWARD

<..

Teamwork
It's how we do business at Saturn.
That's why we're looking for oustanding
examples of student teamwork to recognize
and reward.

•Matt Compton

Applications available
now from the Campus
Activities Board or call
823-2611.
Your application, includ-ing
a brief description of your
project are due by:
March 11, 1994.
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In association with
University of Central
Florida
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For reservations and information,
see your Travel Agent. Or call YaluJet at
1-800-VALUJET (1-800-825-8538).

·~
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ATLANTA I FORT LAUDERDALE I FORT MYERS
JACKSONVILLE I LOUJ5Vl11E I MEMPHIS /NASJNlllE
NEW ORLEANS I ORLANDO I SAVANNAH I TAMPA
WASHINGTON, D. C. I WEST PAIM BEACH
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Into the great wide open: Part III
Looking in the rear view mirror
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We broke camp as the sun peered over the a gallon out of fear of the unknown, which
smooth surface of a lake somewhere in the ·included the odd smell leaking from Bubba's
hills of Northern Kentucky. The schedule widely visible upper buttocks that rose out of
once again called for an enduring morning his tattered Wranglers like the awakening of
drive, a blitz through the hillsides in an effort Mount St. Helens.
to make Illinois by nightfall. The mornings
Our longtime friend resided in a small colbecame ritualistic, almost too uniform in our lege town somewhere on theMississippiRiverno-nonsense militarized mannerisms. Within drawn border of Illinois and Missouri, where
15 minutes of opening my eyes to the sight of he spent four years of his life telling lies ~o
a soaked tent, tempting me to touch the sides, naive Midwestern girls about being a stud
the feeling of gravel indentations located athlete/ model in the Florida high school ranks.
throughout my shoulder blades, and the artis- Of course, we en-visioned ourselves, upon
tic array left behind by creatures with an arrival, sitting in his dorm room, popping open
appetite similar to that of a grizzly; we had a cold bottle of Heineken, and telling the truth
camp packaged in the back of the Blazer in to all those poor, innocent farm girls about our
disciplined fashion.
friend's unsuccessful high school social life;
The mornings were meant for speed and and enlightening the young, blonde, small
making time, the afternoons were designed town beauties on my reign as a high school
for peaceful examinations of nature and wast- superstar/model.
ing time, which often included strolling around
With visions of an actual conversation with
an unexplored portion of the wilderness re- another human being (besides my fellow adciting lyrics from a Neil Young tune .. The venturer, with whom I had run out of things
early morning discussion included the usual, to talk about), somewhere between South
"Uh, oh, ug, I need a coke ... maybe a coffee, Carolina and Tennessee, the hillsides ran past
but coffee gives me the runs, uh, oh, ug."
us c:i.s I led the Blazer around twisting bends,
After a dose of caffeine the conversation and over sharp descents into paved valleys.
materialized into coherent English as we The morning dew had burned away long beagreed that the sight of friendly faces was fore I had begun breathing in the tranquil
highly anticipated in comparison to Bocephus, scenery of nature's last stand. The moment
the Smoky Mountain park ranger and Bubba seemed to bleed into the next as the country
the gas station attendant who insisted his · fell behind us and the Blazer peeled its way
pumps were the last ones for l 00 miles yon- North, unconcerned about what was around
der. I wasn't too sure what numerical value the next turn until it had become a vision in the
"yonder" represented, but we payed the $1.30 rear view mirror.

Photo/Perry

Something left behind ...

I took the Blazer up to speed on a steep hill.
Popping back into high gear at the peak, I
launched the three-ton beast over the hill and
began a descent into a somewhat developed
area. A grey Oldsmobile sat at a stop sign at
the bottom of the hill on the right side of the
single-lane road. The final remnants of haze
were ·being burned away by the awakening
sun as the Blazer descended the road, which
had steep hills extending along either side.
The Olds pulled from the stop sign and, as

I approached the intersection, rather than
continuing to the other side, the driver, an
older gentlemen, stopped mid-stride. The
Blazer was too close to the intersection to
stop, and, with a 30-foot drop to the right and
· the Olds covering the left, I locked up the
brakes.
A loud screech lashed out as the rubber
gripped to the concrete in an effort to avoid
INTO THE GREAT
WIDE OPEN continued on R6

.----TOM i kEdd i ES
TnAvEl & EvENTS CooRdiNATOR
"A Leisure Resource Company'

Low Airfare:~, Cheap Car llcnlals

Great Hotel Rates
Localed on Alo1m al SL Andrews
in lhe Cre;ild!! Ex!!cutiv!! Mall
2431 ALOMA AVENUE • SUITE 130

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
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GALL (4071 677-9285

on 1-800-392-8253
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See Europe While Earning College Credit
-This Summer!!
Picture Yourself Going
•To class in a swiss Chalet
•Sunbathing in Paris & London
•Sunbathing "A Naturale" 6n the Riviera
•To the Hoffbrau Haus in Munich
Interested? Of course you are! Call Maleasa at:
(904)644-8245 or (904)875-4562

OPENS FRIDAY FEB. 1 8, 1 994
ALL SHOWS ARE PEARL JAM.
ON OPENING WEEKEND!

Audition
for admission
to America's First School for
Professional Actor

I 2-Year Professional Training Program
•California or New York •Merit Scholarships,
Financial Aid Available I 6-Week Summer School

For information, write or telephone: 120 Madison
Ave., ew Y01'.· 'JV HXJ16, (2U) 686-0620

SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY:
9:00 p.m., 10:30 p.m. & Midnight
COST FOR

Al'

SHOWS: $5.00

Next week schedule relunls to various cnists/show times.

WANTED
Dedicated Students ~ith desire to improve
leadership skills while developing
life-long friendships.
PROGRAM PURPOSE:
This program is designed
to help student organizations
overcome obstacles and assist officers in reaching their
most effective level of leadership. Our g<;>al is accom- CONSULTANTS FUR EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
plished by training a selected
group of students in the de- ·
velopment of leadership and
interpersonal skills. They, in
return, provide resources and
programs to their peers
throughout the year.

MEMBERSHIP INFO:
For more information
about the role of a consultant, qualifications for eligibility, and the required commitment for n1embership call
823-5107 or~top by Student
Center 215 and talk with
, Mauricio or April. Application packets are available.

RETREAT
TEAMWORK
LEADERSHIP
FRIENDSHIP

Application Deadline:
W edriesday, March 9
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Furnished Apartments
Cable and Data Capabilities

•
•

Electricity
Air Conditioning/Heat

On-Campus Convenience

•

Water/Sewer

•

Private ~edrooms

•

Local Telephone Service

1E

•

Academic Rental Periods
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·
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Ljve on campus jn tbis new ayJartment faci{it;91 situateo near tbe beautiful Lake Claire picnic area. Eacb ayJa rtment
~ contains fo~r (4) private beOrooms1 witb tw~ (1) full hatbs, living room ani.l kitcben (see floor plan). It is tbis single heOrOom ~
conceyJt wb1cb makes tbese apartments so umque.
·
·
_
~
Stuoents must be aomitteo to tbe Universit;9 prior to apyJ{;9ing for tbese apartments ano must be uyJyJerclassmen ynior ~
~ to resioing in tbese faci{ities. Lake c{aire Court;9aro Apartments are .situateo arouno a Commons Bui{oing.
~

~

rnurnnnolu11m~1111tl'ijlf:l!E:

~

• Community Center
• Laundry Facilities
• Postal Boxes
• Administrative Services
• Meeting Room Space
• T.V. Lounge

~~

TYPICAL APARTMENT UNIT

•

Department of Housing and Residence Life
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 163222
Orlando, Florida 32816-3222
(407) 823-4663

~

~
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Ladies and gentleman. I pose those of you who were behind me lished due to content. Then as she
this question to you, the reader: at the lights I apologize for leaving was paging through the teacher
What images pop into your head you stranded there after I started walked in, and inquired as to what
when the word "Playboy" is ut- through the intersection on hot we were reading.
tered? What do you think of?
pink) and I found that there was
Hesitantly I said, "Uh, PlayFor some, an image of a cute much more of interest than those boy ... why?"
fluffy bunny, the icon of a multi- girls next door.
She replied, "Is that the March
I found the articles, and I was issue?" and then grabbed it so she
million dollar empire, comes to
mind; for others it is the beautiful impressed. I mean I had always . could read an article in it about
women who most of us can only made generalizations about the Anthony Hopkins. WOW, I
imagine in our dreams. (Y ouJ~PBi\X. , ,:Jµfigazit.w~I fi:&W.~,4. U~~,most.,.Jlwt .,.,.,JP9.Jf:ght. I remember when in high

~~~~~:::::~~:::~~~!! iiU11;J~~:~~~;:~: :E~~:: ::~:~
0

there seems to be one picture most
ofthegeneralpopulousoverlooks,
and that is the text that is contained between the layouts. That's

I was mor4\:1Uff~fe'S(il.;· in reading
the next [-~le t\1~!!!~$eeing the
seething $.~~p~'''~tf/e~g:,' tbe pages.
That's rig§t~!ijgy~!~nql,rls, I found

day had to be when I was sitting
over by the reflecting pond reading the same article and laughing
as I went along. A girl went past

ri~~e~:i~;~;~hased the March :~r:~j~jlf!,~~11111:::.t~~~ :C~u:l~ ~:~~i:;~~ :~~e~~~ 're
'94 issue of Playboy, basically on
a fluke. I had been watching
"S.N.L." (That's "Saturday Night
Live" for the those of you who are
impedimently slow) and Kevin
Neilin' s comedy sketch, "That's
News To Me," was on. Most of the

01

~~ ct u~~d~~:::~~ht: ~; :~~.~~

•

until :§Q.'G.. r~~.s:b,~J~:. next page of
text. Oq::fig'llre,)~f9w::t~x.clanfy for
the gu§s, J'm :npt,~:;§~y!ng':T:=:iion't
find these gi{l§·if)ij'~~ljng, at1<i likewis¢.>for . tfi.~/mr1.~. l.'. .,W;~r:tq' point
out 1~g;pi0l~P,!g~::~~ f$,~~:~bm¢ of
thest{fii.lcJot W.i:::8(.ri.o.HBe · I $~id

I responded with a nod, and
added, "Yeah. It's funny." Just
goes to show you (women that is),
that all of the male population
aren'tpigs (some yes, but not all).
Now on the opposite side of
the coin are the females who were

;:81f8:1s ;11~~~ . ~~~~~~ ~t!~~~i~~ ~~a%e s~;~~
1

feel like slicing my wrists). Well, potj\~g~phicaooufthen~e:d'qody First example: a girl who I will
I was watching this sketch whfilk ...<,, ,s;:::'Jemale or.xi:mle. In tlie"'end.''iti~tt:=::@®plyrefertoasPrud.ence, walks
up me and calls me a pig.
he brought up the subject ....~r····'"'ifr skin.':@,~]:eS€rybajy:~:~··got it.
"Beverly Hills 90210" bad girl
An interesting poiriffO'be made
I said, "Excuse me?" She reShanoon Doherty, and the fact that at this time is the way people per- torted with "That magazine is deshe was to appear in the March ceive Playboy. When Ifirst bought grading to women blah blah blah
issue wearing nothing but a va- the magazine, like most people, I blah." You know the spiel. I recant smile. Needless to say I was thought of only the pictures. Then plied with the fact that a feminist
intrigued by this, and had to get a when I found the articles, my per- group called FEM 2 FEM had
copy. (By the way, anybody who ception changed to see this publi- appeared in the magazine in Deis thinking, "what a weirdo buy- cation as an artistic yenue in which cember, and then to really drive
ing a copy of Playboy just to see all art forms, whatever they might the point home I told her about the
that bitch," first of all, I know for be, can come together in a tasteful fact that my ex-girlfriend was a
a fact that a good portion of you and mature manner. Nothing more. die-hard feminist and she read the
outthere-thoughyoudon'twhat Nothing less.
magazine devoutly, seeing it as
to admit it - watch this show
Throughout the time period of whole and not labeling it. The girl
behindcloseddoors.DON'Teven one day I was exposed to many wasspeechless.Ilaughedandleft.
try to deny it. Then to add to those more perceptions, however, and (Personally I believe that it's alof you who ·are already lying, I from the most unlikely people. The most always the ugly people who
know even if you don't watch the first people I came across were the bitch about it being degrading. I
show, you know who I'm talking people in my acting class and the disagree. It would be degrading if
about, and are just as intrigued as reception was varied. First was my they were the ones on display.
I was!) Now that I've digressed good friend Anna who noticed me They ' rejustunhappyit'snotthem.
enough, I believe we are all up to reading and inquired about the pub- Sexist ornoy, it's the bloody truth.)
speed, and now I may continue.
lication. I told her and she grabbed
Now it is time to take a look at
So I pick up a copy of this the magazine and paged through it from the four-legged persuamagazine to see our favorite per- the pictorials, commenting as she sion: the dogs, that's right, the
son in the buff and on my way went. She would say, "oooh I like men (sorry boys I call 'em like I
over to our lovely campus I paged that one," or" I hate that one" and
PLAYBOY continued on R6
through it at the stop lights (so for other such things that can't be pub-

Green Beer~
Dancing &
Lucky Glover
Contest

.fJt

.fJt

Drink Specials

.fJt

•

&
GreatFood
Come in Soon!

S1 verado Grill

Woodcreek Square - On Red Bug Rd. 3/4 mi. west Tuskawilla Rd.- in Winter Springs, 695-8868 Open 4pm-2am Mon .-Fri.,Sat&Sun. I 2pm-2am

LIVE COUNTRY MUSIC
Wed.-Sat. Starts at 9pm
This Week "DIXIE FLYERS"
NO COVER CHARGE!
~

Mon. & Tues. 20¢ Wings 4am-12am
~Wed. 25¢ Drafts 20¢ Wings 9pm-12am
Free Line Dancing Lessons! Starts at 8: 15 pm
~ Thurs. Ladies Night-Ladies Drink
Free Wells or Drafts 9pm-llpm

p=

Su~HourAllDay!!

llfll~l!I
. ROADWAY PACKAGE $}'STEM '

ARBOUR VILIAGE APARTMENTS

Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer

TI600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

•

,.

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
Private Clubhouse
• -Breakfast bars
2 pools & sauna
· • 25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Complete fitness center • Generous closet space
.Sand volleyball court
• Window coverings
Lighted tennis court
• Fully-equipped kitchens

•
•
•
•
• Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
• Laser bus right to school
• 2 laundry facilities

• 24-hour emergency maintenance

Directions: From University Blvd..
turn right on Alafaya Trail. on the
rtght. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), turn
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

•

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6: SAT. 10-4:
SUN.12-5

Roadway Package Syste111,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package h~ndlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.
Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm
Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715
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INTO THE GREAT

WIDE OPEN
continued from R3
disaster, the grey car just got larger,
I gripped the steering wheel as my
friend riding shotgun locked his
arm against the dashboard, as the
grey car soon filled the windshield
view. "KRASH! !!!" came the
sound of tons of metal colliding
shot throughout the hillsides.
A lacerated web extended across
the windshield from my friend's
skull, as several-hundred pounds
of gear belted us from the back of
the Blazer. A frenzied attempt ensued in order to get out of the
crunched vehicle, in an effort to get
emergency help for the driver of
the grey car.
The large percentage of the small
town congregated around the accident site, as brother, uncle, and.
cousin attempted to pry a man from
the demolished car. The sun seemed
to bide in awe behind the clouds as
the men finally got the older man to
the ambulance and on the way to
salvation.
·
We sat by the pay phone in this
tired, old, miniature version of
Mayberry. Thevehiclewedepended
upon to get us to California was destroyed, and our stacks of quarters
began dwindling as they dove one by
one into a payphone as we called
parents, insurance companies, and
most importantly the sheriff at the
hospital.
Finally, the call returned from the
sheriff, as we sat there contemplating
the end of our trip. He spoke over the
phone describing the end of another
man's trip.
. An older1ady cameup to me, as I
sat beside the general store, and commented about the words "Carpe
Diem" on my blood stained shirt.
She described the lifestyle lived by
the other man in the accident, and
bow bis time was up. She tried to
convince me to take this as an exampleof whatcanhappenatanytime.
Urging me to continue on and partake
in every opportunity available, she
proposed to seize each moment and
indulge in its worth.
One by one, the townspeople,
many of whom were of close relations of the man gave me words of

PLAYBOY
continued from RS
see em). I got three good interpretations from the men. First we had
the infamous horn-dog Jack D.,
who looke<;I at my magazine for
the pure sex and bods of it. Next I
ran into the anal conservative (but
who am I to judge, each to his
own, I guess)·who basically told
me it was smut trash and should
not be allowed in our society!
(God, I wanted to hit him!) Anyway it was his opinion, narrow
minded as it was. Finally, I ran
into my friend: the old, intellectual, pot-smoking artist. He read a
little, laughed a little, looked a
little. To put it simply, he thought
it was hip. I guess what it boils
down to is, no matter what your
outlook on life is, keep your eyes
open, your mouth shut and just
read the damn articles.
I know most of you, or the
male percentage of the world out
there, are thinking, "What is this
guy tri pp in' on?" Forget aboutthe
articles when you've got those

encouragement. Total stranger
offering consolation to this vagran
from Florida who strolJed into tow
and stole the population of one soul.
The words were inspiring, bu
seemed to become almost cliche~.
The following few mornings be
came .somewhat more ritualistic
yet not as militant, as they wer
more of a mourning period for th
ones who passed away with th
nightandacelebrationfortheawakening of a new day and the peopl
who would grasp the sunrise an
enjoy each sound of nature as i
arises.
Two souls came in contact on
that cool morning in June, and al
though no thoughts, words, or emo
tions were exchanged, the impac
that one had upon the other will las
an eternity of sunrises. Only on
soul walked away from the colli
sion: confined and lacking free
-dom, as another made the transition
into a new world, a new entity wher
the spirit is allowed to run free,
without danger, without worries,
and without pain. We drove to my
friend's home that night in a rental
car, and sought shelter in a famili
face. And as conversation arose o
our high school history, or lack of,
I absorbed the moment that sur
rounded me: friends smiling, celebrating life, coming together as
family somewhere in the middle o
America.
This one is dedicated to you, Mr.
Vinnie Jones, and to all the fre
spirits who choose to seize the mo
ment and explore what is arou~
every turn while being aware o
what may be on the other side o
every bill.

Let me start with a disclaimer.
I would never describe a band as
"mediocre," and Justin Best
would never refer to a band as
"jamming" as in last weeks articles. I have been restricted from
using obscenities. That's cool
with me! So in this review I will
refrain from words like f**k and
sh*t and as*hole. Instead I will
use words like bad, great, jerk
and rocking. I hope that works for
you. Just so you know where I
would have preferred· a naughty
word or two, I have placed asterisks(*) around it. CENSORSHIP
IS COOL AS S}l*T!
Bad Brains *rock*! This past
Sunday was a wonderful experience at Visage. I knew the night
was going to be good when I was
on the guest list and didn't have to
*moan and groan* about how they
(the Visage/Station people)
*screw up* the list.
There were three of us: myself,

the ever-great photographer Justin Best and my ever-coo] neighbor, Chris Casbbaugh. We entered
upon a Visage littered with old
time relics, left over from the late
'70s-early-'80s-punkera. But Bad
Brains have been around since
1978 (or something like that), so it
was understandable.
The first band was Shock Lizard. Missed 'em. Oh, well. I guess
I'll have to catch them at the next
frat party; we've all seen them
before. Next up was LOAD, from
Miami. I don't like them much.
Plain old hard fast *stuff* with
screaming crazy vocals. The highlight of their show always seems
to be watching the lead singer flail
on stage and trying to guess what
drug(s) he is on.
· The crowd wandered between
acts. As time stretched on, the
crowd became anxious and moved
closer to the stage in anticipation.
Bad Brains rushed out to the ap-

pJause of the audience.
And the show began. I was impressed hy Bad Brains' new
singer, Israel, who left the spot
vacated by long-time ringleader
H.R., rather wel1. Powered by new
songs like "Rise" and old classics
such as "Right Brigade" and "Attitude," Bad Brains definitely
*rocked*. They performed their
typical reggae tunes and between
songs Israel spoke out on many
things, most notably, freedom.
"Don't let anyone tel1 you what
the fuck you should do!"- he
screamed at the overly excited
crowd. Cheers erupted and their
first song began.
Bad Brains proved that ·they
are not too old to play *very good*
music. Pleasantly surprised by the
new lead singer's ability, I look
forward to seeing them again.
•Craig Mazer
Revelation Writer

PR I NC I PL ES of S 0 U ND RETIRE,\\ E ;\; T I N \'EST ING

., Sean Perry
Revelation Writer.
Editor's Note: "Into The Great
Wide Open" is a continuing series detailing the adl'efltures of
Sean Pen)' 011 lzis two-month
road trip across the United States.

• Cover Photos for "Into The

Great Wide Open: The Eternal
5011! lil'es Aro1111d Every Tum"
and "Into The Great Wide OjJen:
Ode To Mother Nature" were
taken by Sean Perry

heavenly bodies to focus your attention on! Well, I find this to be
an unsatisfactory way to view a
magazine that, from the beginning, has been based on a artistic
foundation. The writing staff for
this illustrious publication is there
to expand more than just our sexual
fantasies, but to expand our minds.
And believe me when I tell you
some of these articles have enlightened me far more than any
one of the college courses I've
taken. The point I'm trying to get
across is that is it isn't all just
SEX! It's much more.
P.S. Personally for all those
churchpeopleoutthere, Oodisprobably reading it right now, and laugh.
mg at you saying "/wish you could
seewh.atyourmissingyou DOLTS, "
because you' re missing out. Check it
out: it's the bible!
• Coltrane Blue

UNFORTUNATE~

TIHS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTIING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
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Photo Take11fro111 the March
1994 issue of Playboy fea-
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turing eve1yo11e 's favorite
bitch Shannon Doherty
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very year, a lot of people make a
huge m1stake on .their taxes.-They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be sa\'ing for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease y our cur~ent taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because y our contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred ..LS well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life .
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts ~f
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one ret iremcnt
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it!M
CR/:,Far/1/i(tJ/U tJr( 1h 1/r1/.u1"I /.y T!rul-CRf,F lntlto•11iua/ and ht.rlllu!wna/ Strl'LttJ. Fc>r mc>rt «tJmplr/1 mfc>rrrwlttm, inr/Utiwq fbtir4u 1111 11t.\}WIH.•,

1all 18/10-8-12-27)), al. 8<116 fur" pr"'Ptr/tl.f. Rtad ibr pr.Np((/u.r rart(ully bt/t>r< vr>u 1111•al 11r Jtntl m1111tv
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Shaquille's silver screen debut- is it worth your money?
Jenny BUnca11:SOJ}

Trace Trylko

QFFBIOE~

OFFICIAL WORD

Hype. If you look in Webster's Dictionary, one of the synonyms you'll probably
find listed is Orlando's own belovedShaquille
O'Neal. The king of the limelight himself.
Mr. I-am-not-God-but-the-next-closestthing O'Neal has used his fame on the basketball court to catapult himself into television
commercials, the rap music scene and, now,
onto the silver screen. (And his acting is as
good as his free-throw shooting.)
Blue Chips, stars Nick Nolte as a college
basketball coach who believes in playing by
the rules. (He is, of course, a fictional character.) The moral lesson in the movie,_ which
culminates with a big lecture at the end, is that
you shouldn'tcheat (i.e. pay players) in order
to win.
Shaquille O'Neal plays Neon Badeaux,
a never-been-coached basketball super star
who just wants to play in college; he never
asks for any money. (Obviously, another fictional character.)
Of course, let me gently break some
news to those of you who think you're going
to see tons of back-board breaking action
from his Shaqness. He doesn't make his grand
entrance until nearly a third of the way through
the movie and he only plays in one game. The
big man has a little part. In fact, the grand total
line count for Mr. O'Neal is 39. (Few of the
lines are over four words.) And most of them
are in the commercial.
His name does not belong on the marquee, it misleads patrons into hoping for lots
of great action. Now, there is a lot of hoop
action in the movie, but O'Neal is not in most
of it.
Ditto for Anfernee Hardaway, who had
less lines and has even less acting talent. But
who was gracious enough to admit that he is
not as good an actor as Nick Nolte.
I was amazed to find a plot in a movie
which seemed to be constructed around all the
current and former basketball stars who
crawledoutofthewoodworktomakecameo's
in the flick: Bob Cousy, Margues Johnson,
Larry Bird, Bobby Knight, Rick Pitino, Bobby
Hurley, Rex Walters, Ed Stokes, Calbert
Cheaney, Chris Mills, Greg Graham, Thomas
Hill, Alan Houston, Eric Riley, Rodney
Rogers, George Lynch and Adonis Jordan.
I suppose it was neat to see all the people,
even though they lack any kind of acting
talent- but many faces does not a good
movie make. When they got done with all the
cute guest appearances, they got down to a
decent plot and an interesting movie. Nolte
was type cast into the part, but he is perfect for
the role. Unfortunately, the producers spent
so much time finding parts for the round-ball
stars, they didn't have time to make a decent
ending for the movie.
Following a big lecture that Nolte gives

WUCF sports is accepting applications for writers, reporters and anchors
for its "Sports Beat" segments. 89.9 will be offering coverage of UCF
men's basketball and
baseball this spring. For
moreinfonnation contact
Sports Director Robert
Galbraith weekday afternoons at 823-2444.

to a room full of reporters, (who, by the way,
are completely unrealistic; reporters don't
applaud a coach's win) they flash a few words
across the bottom of the screen to tie up all the
loose ends and give the story a nice happy
ending. Although, anyone who paid to see lots
of Shaquille O'Neal become larger than life
(if that's possible) is disappointed anyway.
The bottom line is this movie is all hype, little
action.
The movie should. win one award. William Friedkin should get "Best Director". After all, it's amazing he could make a movie at
all with the lack of acting ability he had to
work with.
Stand and cheer hoop fans, but know that
you'd get more action for your money at a
UCF basketball game.

Shaquille O' Neal isn't going to win an
Academy award for his performance in Blue
Chips. But, you probably knew that after
seeing the zillions of promos for this basketball flick. Award-winning acting from a basketball player isn't exactly what moviegoers
are looking for when they plunk down their
cash to see Shag's screen debut.
Instead, they're hoping to see about two
hours of entertainment. Blue Chips does not
disappoint in this department. Plus, it features
the film debuts of Orlando Magic stars
AnferneeHardaway and of course, Mr. O'Neal
a.k.a Shaqtor the Great.
Ms. Duncanson is upset with any movie
that's not mushy or romantic. It's basketball
dear, not Shakespeare. It's only print on paper, but you can almost hear her protesting

that last statement.
Basketball fans probably weren't as
annoyed as my colleague to the left wa
with all of the film's cameos. Crazed
reporter Dick Vitale and hot-head coach
Bobby Knight lent authenticity to the picture. How can anyone knock a film that
features free throw shooting by Hall of
Farner Bob Cousy?
But, the movie was really centered
around Nick Nolte and his portrayal of
Pete Bell, embattled coach of the Western
University Dolphins. Nolte looked like a
frazzled collegiate coach and was believable in the role.
Really, what more can you ask for
from this type of film? It's entertaining,
features Shaq and Penny and has plenty of
hoops action. Ms. Duncanson couldn't
have been expecting a cinematic masterpiece when she walked into the theater for
the movie's screening. Then again, if you
read any of her rambling thoughts each
· week, you know she's often living in a
dream land.
Face it, Ms. Duncanson is anti-Shaquille
O'Neal. That's all that's really prompting
this trashing of Blue Chips and Shaq'sacting
skills. Allow me to offer some proof. When
the Magic drafled last year's NBA Rookie
of the Year, Ms. Duncanson criticized the
decision. Gee, Orlando has been regretting
that move ever since.
Next, ole' Offsides over there slammed
Shaq's shoe commercial. Can't remember the points she made, if any. I recall she
rattled off something about how Shaq
wasn't going to persuade anyone to buy
the product. She's an advertising. major
who's convinced she knows more about·
selling high-tops than Reebok does.
C'mon, get real.
Plus, she criticizes his rap music, his
father, his book and just about anything
else associated with the NBA's most exciting player. Now, she types a column
slamming his movie. Seems to me she's
got a personal problem with Shaq. Ms.
-Duncanson, maybe you better move to
another city and get away from Shaqtor
the Great. Perhaps you'd be more impressed with Troy Aikman's country
music album or New Jersey Senator Bill
Bradley's position on health care reform.
Anyway, leave Blue Chips alone. Ms.
Duncanson, go see Much Ado About Nothing if you don't have anything better to do.
Basketball fans will enjoy themselves if
they disregard Ms. Duncanson' s comments
and give Blue Chips a chance.
Until next week, remember, the sports
beat goes on.

Nick Notle is coach Pete Bell and Shaquille O'Neal is Neon Bodeaux in Paramount Pictures new release,
Blue Chips.

Get excellence in denti~try, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I'Ye provided the people
of Orlando \\·ith the latest, safest dental treatments and
co1ilfottable care for oYer eight years. And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
. 524, an 589 \·aJue . . Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C.F. Students with Valio LO.

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Cenifietl: Dcnt:1l Implant Prosthetics
~1cml:x:r: American Dental Association,
Academy of General Dentistry, Academy for
. Spons Dentistn". Flontla Dental Association ,
Greater Orlantlo Dental Society
Team Dentist: Unl~enlty of Central Florlda1

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
,

(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
c'all today, because this offer ends lt(S0/94

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, fl 32817
(Corner of H\vy 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

h ;, our nffiu: policy that th" pati"nr "n<l .1nr <1th"r p<:rson r"'pon;iblc for parmcnr ha• th<: right to r.:fu,c to P"»· c;incd p:ipn<:nt, ,,r '"' rcimbur><:<l for paym<·nt f.,r :ony 01hL•r 'L'f\ kL'. "x:imin.1tion. ur trL'Jlll1L'lll whid1 ''
j'll'rfnrnlt'd 3'\ 3 fL"'\UJt ur ;tnd \\ ilhin "7.2 hours of respom.Jing 10 lhC 3d\·cni'l.·flll•O( for the ffl:r. di"4.0Unt("cJ fL'L'. Of recJUCl.'d fl.'l' '4....'f\ itt:_ t.:X:11ninalion . <>r lft...';ll lnt.'nl
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BASEBALL
froi;n page 28

MEN'S BASKETBALL
from page 28
The Knights have three games
left before TAAC tourney action
heats up at the UCF Arena.
•
A 20-win season is on the
minds of players, coaches and fans
alike. But, improving still remains

the focus of a team that travels to out a few more runs," said second
DaytonaBeachtonightforabattle .baseman Eric Golden.
with cross-state rival BethuneWednesday, the Knights
Cookman College.
hosted Bethune-Cookmari in a
doubleheader at home. They lost
the first game 2-1 proving
Bergman's pre-season offensive
TAAC MEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
descriptionof"anemic"toberight
on target.
(through February 20)
UCF managed only one run on
seven
hits. Meanwhile, Mike
All games
Conference
Halperin pitched a complete-game
W-L
W-L
gem, relinquishing no walks or
College of Charleston* 11-2
21-3
earned runs.
UCF**
10-4
17-6
In the second game the OTHER
Georgia St.
12-12
8-6
Knights team decided to show up.
_ t Centenary
14-9
7-6
_They pounded out seven runs, and
. 10-14
Stetson
7-7
right-hander Brian S~utero was
flawless on the hill, giving up only
Florida International
10-13
6-7
two hits and striking out eight
,, Southeastern La.
8-14
6-7
through six innings.
Samford
4-10
9-15
r--~-----------------,
·
Next,
the
Knights
geared
up
i~\$
2-11
4-20
Mercer
for their rematch with R<:>llins
r Florida Atlantic***
2-23
MR. KABOB
I
College. UCF lost to the Tars in I
; . :.
~
Greek and Mediterranean Cuisine ;
their season opener at Rollins.
* College of Charleston is not eligible for the TAAC tournament
The Knights grabbed a quick
- ~ ** UCF record includes Monday's win
I
2-0 lead in the first inning. Veniard I
***FAU begins TAAC play in 1995-96
10% Off
I
set it on cruise control until the top 112245 University Blvd.
of the sixth when the Tars broke IOrlando, FL 32817
w/ this coupon
I
out for three.
I 282-4442
.
I
T_he momentum seemed to shift
!Across from UCF in the UC6 Shopping Center
.JI
towards Rollins when the umpire
Ten Trivial Tidbits we've overheard about movies
made a controversial no-catch call
Shaquille O' Neal may soon be starring in:
in the sixth.
This in part kept Rollins alive
and
allowed them a three-run in10) Pee Wee 's Little Adventure-Shaq throws Pee Wee out .
ning. But UCF is a team -looking
of an adult movie theater
for wins, not excuses.
9) The Tonya Harding Story-Shaq kicks the crap out of Jeff
They bou·n ced back in the botGillooly
tom of the seventh and took a 4-3 •Scholorships
-Calllead. Rollins put them away with
8) Big Trouble in Little Orlando-This time Shaq is a bad
a four run eighth inning, and went
•Loans/Grants
695-6692 Ext. 112
guy causing trouble. Who's gonna stop him?
on to win 7-5.
•Internships
7) AM-Shaq plays a radio general manager who runs the
for electronic message /
•Coop Programs
Another up and down game
station into the ground
slipped away in what's so far been
. 6) Rookie of the Year-Didn't he already star in that one?
an up and down season.
The Golden Knights will 'wel5) Moving Violations 2-The story of Shaquille O'Nealand
come their cousins of another
his life in the three-second lane
shade- the Scarlet Knights of
4) More Tender Mercies-In this one, Shaq saves Michael
Rutgers to town for a three game
Jordan from himself, as well as a 100-mile per hour fastball
series.
3) Indecent Proposal-Shaq is offered a million dollars if
The two teams square off Friday, Saturday and Sunday at the
he'll at least shoot 60% from the free throw line
2) Blue Chips 2-Shaq says more than four words in each · UC~aseb~ll c;om_p_Ie_x._ _~
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FOR COLLEGE ·

Over $6 billion unclaimed et;1ch year
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line of dialogue in the sequel to his screen debut
1) Shaquille O'Neal: Gender Equity Detective-Shaq must
find out why some universities don't play fair

> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .______.....__________. .

For Runners:
ealth Central 5K
Saturday, March 5, 8 a.m.
Health Central
·- ~I 0 through February 26; $12 from
February 28 to March 4; $15 day of
race. Proceeds: West Orange
,, ijealthcare Foundation and the
American Heart Association
itrus Classic 1OK, SK, l mile
Saturday, March 19, l mile- 7:30
a.m., IOK- 8 a.m., 5K- 9:30 a.m.
Winter Haven
,. S1o - IOK, $8 - 5K, $5 - 1 mile
through March 12; $12- lOK, $10
-5K, $6 I mile from March 14 to
· · March 18; $15- lOK, $12-5K, $8
- I mile day of race. Proceeds:
Winter Haven Hospital Founda-

ti9r1

'. Until ther~·s a cur_
e,
there's the
American Diabetes
Association.

" -~
· ff!1J:.~.

~~ ,...
. _-..V
ii

r(

BEDDING SALE!

h~1-eon

Let me checkout tl1ecovemge rou
rnurcar.
I_rrnghr be able ro sare you so~ne moner Stop by soon and
I II run all the Uou'~e
details bv mu. ll l '
•

111 good hands

Allstate•

Mike Ros~n°berg (Agent)
Dan Browne (Agent)
11867 East Colonial Dr
(407) 823 -8855
Orlando, FL 32826

,

Cl99.; AJlstate ln~ranrt' Comr1n~ . ~onhlin'<lk lllinoi!i.

MATTRESS SETS

SPECIAL
PRICES
FOR
UCF. STUDENTS
Twin
$49 each
Full

$55

Queen

$69 each

each

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY DELIVERY.

4 pc. Bedroom Set

$199

(Similar to picture)

For information about any of the
at>ove events call 896-5473

.An auto insurance
tune-up could
gwe your µioney
. . JllOre mileage.

~ --··

··r,

"~taf~~\:;t~:>~~he_
6,~~

U.S. Marines
- are looking for qualified
female applicants for their pilot
program.
see if you qualify
for one of the many Marine
Corps programs, call
Captain Steve Merchant at
1-800-432-2061.

To

-

The Few. The Proud.

The Marines.

~

~

~.,..
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LADY KNIGHTS
from page 28

IF'ITNl31Jll

THE-

so the Lady Knights will probably
have to win all three to maintain
their second place position for the
TAAC tourney.
"We're supposed to be at the
top as far as I'm concerned," said
Duncan. "We know what to do."
EDITOR'S NOTE: The results of Tuesday night's game with
Florida Atlantic University were
not available at press time.

{---------------\

*FREE
ENROLLMENT WITH
ANY ANNUAL
PROGRAM WITH
THIS COUPON
.STUDENTS $19.95
PER MONTH
~-------~-------J

ORLANDO

-

s

FITNESS
CONNECTION

E
M

0
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A
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• Friendly Atmosphere
•Personal Training
•Computer Fitness Testing
•Co-Ed facility
•Free Weights ·
•Aerobics
. • Exercise cycles
• Stairclimbers
•Turbo Bikes
• Sprint Circuit Training
• Body Building
•Weight Loss
•Juice Bar
•Nursery
•Private Lockers
• Private Showers
G

0 F

~ ~
E S
N y

E. COLONIAL DR. I STATE RD. 50 ~ T

H

I)

HOURS
MON-THURS
SATURDAY

6AM-11PM
9 AM-8 PM

FRIDAY 6AM·10PM
SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM

6615 E. COLONIAL DR. • ORLANDO, FL 32807 • 658-8000

1.

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL
-

281-4438

St. Joseph's
,Catfio{ic Cfiurcfi
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil M_a ss: 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8a.m:,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
275-0841

TAAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
(through Feb.19)

Florida International

UCF
Southeastern La.
Stetson
College of Charleston
Georgia St.
Mercer
Florida Atlantic*

Conference
W-L
7-1
8-2

7-2
5-5

2-7
2-7
1-8

*FAU begins T~C play in 1994-95

All games
W-L
19-3
10-12
15-5 .
12-11
· 11-10
7-15
5-15
5-18

.Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student_Legal Services provides free
legal .consultation and representation in
certam legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded thro.ugh Activity & SeIVice Fee

by the Student Government Association

{

1
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·After a season of controversy, Carlstrom is ready to take on TAAC
•
by SCOTT GINCHEREAU
Staff Writer

•

•

· The UCF men's tennis team is once
again set to challenge for the Trans America
Athletic Conference title. Once again that
success depends greatly on senior Christian Carlstrom, who is playing the number
one spot on the UCF squad for the second
year in a row.
Ifhe can have a year that resembles his
first, the Knights should be able to serve up
a conference title.
Christian is one of three players on this
year's men's team that hail from Sweden.
However, his presence is the most significant. In his first season at UCF; he compiled a phenomenal 33-3 combined record,
going 18-1 in singles and 1~ in doubles.
Christian's on-court displays of brilliant play led UCF to a top seed in last
year's TAAC tournament.
However, it was Christian's off-court
troubles which ultima,ely affected the
season's end.
Christian was suspended by the NCAA
for allegations he had contact with an agent.
The suspension spanned the last two weeks
of last season and the first week of this
season.
The incident actually occured years
ago when Christian was new to this country. While playing in Sweden, he was approached by a man and invited, along with
several other players, to play in tournaments and visit acadamies.
After playing in these tournaments,
Christian was presented with a contract

that he quickly refused. This was the first
time the man presented himself as an agent.
The NCAA decided there was not
enough proof that Christian willingly involved himself with an agent. Therefore,
his eligibility was restored and the problems are now behind him.
With those distractions gone, Christian has his sights set on a TAAC champi.:
onship for the Knights and a possible future
in tennis for himself. If he is able to obtain
sponsorship, Christian would like to play
on the pro tour.
"I feel I can do well and I'd like to try
Going into Tuesday's match with North Florida, senior Christian Cartstrom and the men's tennis team
to play pro for a year," Carlstrom said.
Coach Gail Falkenberg agrees, saying, . were undefeated. They hope to challenge for the TAAC title this year. (DeHoog/ FUture}
"Christian has pro talent. He has been playWomen's Tennis Team 1994 Spring Schedule
ing at a level far above his competition."
vs. Tampa
2p.m.
Feb. 14
If he is successful, it will not be a new
@ South Florida @ Tampa
2p.m.
Feb.23
feeling to Ghristian. After coming to the
2p.m.
Feb.28
vs. Florida Southern
U.S. from Sweden, he played for Indian
vs. Coll. of Charleston @Deland
Mar.4
3p.m.
River Community College in Fort Pierce,
vs. Florida Int'l. @ DeLand
2p.m.
Mar. 5
Florida.
2p.m.
Mar. 8
vs. Troy State
vs. Valparaiso
2p.m.
Mar. 10
There he rose to a number three ranklOa.m.
Mar. 12
vs. Pittsburgh
ing nationally in doubles and number seven
@Wisconsin @Milwaukee
9a.m.
Mar. 13
nationally in singles.
9a.m.
vs. Northern Illinois
Mar. 14
This year he is again teamed with
9a.m.
Mar. 15
vs. Southern Illinois
Fredrik Anderson, also from Sweden, in
vs. Wisconsin ·@Green Bay
11:30 a.m.
Mar. 16
doubles. Christian admits that their conti"'
vs. Cleveland State
3:30 p.m.
Mar. 21
nuity as a doubles team should be helpful.
2p.m.
Mar. 25
vs. Eastern Illinois
If he is unable to obtain sponsorship or
2p.m.
Mar. 29
vs. Lewis-Clark State
turn pro,_Christian will attend chiropractic
@Stetson
2p.m.
Mar. 31
lOp.m.
Apr. 3
vs. Florida Atlantic
school in Georgia.
2p.m.
vs. Rollins
Apr. 5
For now though, his goal is to capture ~
vs. Bethune-Cookman ·
2p.m.
Apr. 7
the TAAC Championship and let the future
1 p.m.
vs. South Florida
Apr. 9
work it.s elf out. With Christian ready to
@ Jacksonville
2:30p.m.
Apr. 15
play, that future looks very bright for the
@ TAAC Championships @
Apr. 22-24
UCF Knights.
Charleston, SC
Due to a production error last week, the women's schedule was accidently omitted.

If it's happening at

UCF, it's probably
happening ·at -the
Tickets for these events are available at the UCF ~rena Ticket Office or "~~

-----------------------------------------------Speaker: :Danny Glover & Felix Justice

- f'

..

_________ Tl!!.1!~gi!.~J:~P-IJ!.'!!Y_~1,-~_e!1.!J!~==---=!lJ:1
Men's Basketball vs Southeast Louisiana
Saturday, February 26, 2 pm
-----------------------------------------------In Concert: Latin Dance Recording Artist
Marc Anthony
Saturday, February 26, 10 pm - 3 am
~

--------J\.1en•s-Bas1c-et1Jar1vs-c:e-n:tenary--------•

"Amy Palmer Night"
Monday, February 28, 7:30 pm

-----------------------------------------------For ucF ~r;;~;:ormation:

Buy your Student Tickets for the TR RC ~C!\
Championship Tournament NOW! ;.~~~

Tickets:
823-6006

The Central Florida Future
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Men strive for 20-win season
But it was not enough as UCF turned things around and
came out focused in the second half, pouring in 10 unanswered points and forcing Hipshaw to call a time out.
The Knights were sparked by senior forward Victor
The UCF Knights basketbalJ team won its 10th home
game in 11 tries against Stetson University Saturday. The Saxton who, after scoring six points in the first half,
first meeting between these two teams went into overtime finished the game with 26 points and eight boards. The
before the Knights pulled out a victory. This time UCF Hatters had a hard time containing Saxton. In their last four
avoided overime by turning the intensity up a notch in the meetings Saxton has averaged over 28 points per game and
second half and taking control of the game, winning 82-77. has made 45 of 66 field goals.
Looking to have the number one seed in the Trans
Apparently UCF head coach Kirk Speraw had some
America Athletic Conference, the Knights faced another inspiring words for the troops after their mediocre first
important T AAC foe Monday night. UCF defeated Florida half.
Int~rnational 79-75 and stretched their record to 17-6
"He [Speraw] talked about turning it up as seniors,"
overall and 10-4 in the TAAC. The wins keep UCF second said Saxton.
in conference play, but number one seeded for the tourney.
"We talked about intensity, our desire to go out and play
First place College of Charleston is not eligible for next · defense," said Speraw. "It's their [the seniors] team, they
week's TAAC Tournament. The TAAC champion earns an have to step up."
automatic berth to the NCAA Tournament.
Senior center James Walker also took the advice to
Against Stetson, UCF started out slow and looked like heart and contributed 11 points and pulled down eight
they would have to battle from behind as they have many rebounds. He also added intangibles that don't show up in
times at home this season. Stetson went up by as many as the statistics. Speraw, after the Georgia State game Feb. 3,
seven points in the first half despite the absence of their top called Walker the team's most important player.
players, Travis Garrett and Kerry Blackshear. Blackshear
To go along with the seniors, juniors Ochiel Swaby and
leads the Hatters with 17 points and 5.4 rebounds per Darryl Davis added 23 and 11 points respectively. Swaby
game.
is second in the TAAC in scoring at 19 .1 points per game. ·
"We only had one day to prepare after Kerry was hurt,"
The Knights stretched the lead to 16 at one point and
said Stetson head coach Dan Hipshaw.
had smiles on their faces as they knew it was their game.
The Knights even looked uninspired as they erased the UCF, however, could not put the game away and the
deficit and went to the locker room tied, 36-36.
Hatters made surges that kept them hopeful for a possible
Opposing guards have burned the Knights with points comeback all the way to the end.
and penetration this season and this game was no different
· "I still maintain that we have to get better," said Speraw.
as senior guard Bryant Conner led Stetson, firing in 24
Senior James Walker is fifth in the TAAC in rebounds, averaging
See MEN'S BASKETBALL, page 25 7.7 boards per game. (DeHoog/ Future}
points and grabbing six rebounds.
by TONY HUTCHESON
Staff Writer

lady Knights hang tough in TAAC, two games left in regular season
by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

It's crunch time. The UCF
women's basketball team is two
games away from the Trans
America Athletic Conference
tournament and tension isn't the
only thing that's rising.
After beating Southeastern
Louisiana 80-71 Thursday, the
Lady Knights (10-12, 8-2) cap-

tured secorid place in the confer- as 10, but never sustained a good
ence standings: They maintained margi_n.
that position with a 60-56 win
"We get a lead and we can't
over Georgia State Saturday in maintain it," said Batz, a 6-2 forwhat was the final home game for - ward. "We keep letting teams back
seniors Debby Batz and Tricia into the game. But we've been
Duncan.
winning the close games."
The game went down to the
UCF's victory over the Lady
wire with the lead alternating be- Panthers came despite play that
tween the two schools late in the hasn't been_ up to the recent stan~
second half. UCF led by as much <lards of the Lady Knights. In wins

·UCF gels the T• beat out d llan - again
UCF (4-5) takes one out of three this week and drops below .500
by JASON SWANCEY
Staff Writer

The Golden Knights' baseball
team had an up and down week
going 1-2. It was a week that had
the Knights splitting a doubleheader with Bethune-Cookman
College, and losing in a rematch
with Rollins.
Lately, the downs have come
with more frequency than the ups,
as the UCF squad lost 2-1 to
B.C.C. and 7-5 to Rollins College. In their sole victory of the
week UCF defeated B.C.C. 7-0

in the second game of the double
header.
The Knights are now 4-5, dropping below .500 for the fourth
time this season.
"BasebalJ is a contagious game,
one thing goes wrong then everything else goes wrong," said head
coach Jay Bergman.
UCF is a tough team to figure
out, one game everything will
-come together and they' I Lbeat top
caliber teams. Then they'll fall
apart, making one mistake and
watching it snowball.
So far this season they've left
both opponents and fans wonder-

ing which team will show up.
"It seems like we play to the
level of our competition, we don't
get pumped up enough for the
lesser known teams," commented
pitcher Jay Veniard.
UCF also seems to have a difficult tinie putting opponents
away. In both losses this week the
Knights had the lead only to se~ it
slip away in the end.
"We don't have that killer instinct yet. Against RoIIins we sat
on a · 2-0 lead for four innings
when we should have pounded
See BASEB~L, page 25

against Mercer and Southeastern "We go through mental lapses.
Louisiana, UCF has had four and Sometimes, we get a lead, and
five players, respectively, score then we take a break."
The team hopes to return to
in double . digits. Only forward
Tamika Coley ( 19) and Missy their former state of play as they
Briscoe (12) put up double num- go on the road for the final three
games of the regular season. All
bers against Georgia St.
"We came out flat," said Batz. three are against conference foes.
"We can't complain (about The race between UCF and Southbeing second). We could do bet- . eastern Louisiana (in third) is tight,
ter," said Duncan, a 5~9 guard.
See LADY KNIGHTS, page 26
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TODAY
Women's Tennis@ South Florida 2 p.m.
Men's Basketball@ Bethune-Cookman Col1ege 7:30 p.m.
(WGT540AM)
THURSDAY
Women's Basketball @Florida International University 7 p.m.
FRIDAY
Baseball vs. Rutgers 3 p.m. (WUCF 89.9 FM)
SATURDAY
Rubgy @ Space Coast Tournament
Men's Golf@ University of South Florida Invita~ional (thru Mon.)
Men's Basketball vs. Southeastern Louisiana 2 p.m. (WGT 540 AM)
Baseball vs. Rutgers 3 p.m.
SUNDAY
Baseball vs. Rutgers No~m

MEN'S TENNIS vs. Florida Atlantic University Feb. 19
Final: UCF7, FAU 0
The Knights took every singles and doubles match. The men are undefeated for the season with a 7-0 record.
The Feb. 17 match with Stetson was rained out.
The results of the Feb. 22 match with North Florida were not available at press ti.me.

MONDAY
Women's Tennis vs. Florida Southern 2 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Centenary 7:30 p.m.
(WUCF 89.9 FM, WGT 540 AM)
TUESDAY
Men's Tennis vs. Hampton 2 p.m.

